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SHORT BREAKS

Carnival Break in
Ljubljana, Slovenia
FROM

€319

WHEN

26TH FEBRUARY - 1ST MARCH

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Ljubljana
Lake Bled
Lake Bohinj
Radovljica
Kranjska Gora
u Ryanair

return flights to Zagreb
Airport including 10kg hand luggage
u 3 nights in 3-star City Hotel in
Ljubljana or similar
u Rooms with private facilities, central
heating & TV
u Daily buffet breakfasts
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

€319
€369
€439
€299

EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Ljubljana
Lake Bled/Bohinj
Kranjska Gora

€20
€41
€43

€10
€21
€22

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €3.13 per person per night (from 12 years upwards)
is to be paid directly at the hotel
Boat Ride Llubljana €8 Adults/€4 Children
Bled Castle €13 Adults/€8 Children
Gingerbread Museum €2.50 Adults/€1.50 Children
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SATURDAY, 26TH FEBRUARY | We will meet at
the airport at 7.20am for our Ryanair flight to Zagreb
departing at 9.50am. On arrival at 11.50am, we will make
our way to Ljubljana for a half-day optional excursion.
We will first start off with a panoramic city tour of
Ljubljana. This friendly city has a baroque section of the
old town, with narrow, cobbled streets nestled between
the castle slopes and the river Ljubljanica. Particular
highlights of the old town include the Cathedral of St
Nikolai, City Hall, Ljubljana Castle and the three bridges.
After the guided tour, we will then have some free time
during which one can opt to roam around the city and do
some shopping or take a boat ride on River Ljubljanica
(extra – weather permitting). We will then check-in to our
hotel.

(entrance extra) and then proceed to Bohinj, the largest
glacier lake in Slovenia, situated in the region of the
Julian Alps. We will then visit the charming medieval
town Radovljica and visit the museum which showcases
how the gingerbread hearts are made (entrance extra).

SUNDAY, 27TH FEBRUARY | We will start off our stay
with a full-day optional excursion to explore the town of
Bled, known as the pearl of the Slovenian Alpine region
due to its emerald-green lake. We shall visit Bled Castle

TUESDAY, 1ST MARCH | After breakfast, we will
check-out and make our way to Zagreb Airport for our
Ryanair flight departing at 12.15pm and arriving in Malta
at 2.15pm.

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

MONDAY, 28TH FEBRUARY | An enjoyable full-day
optional excursion is planned to Kranjska Gora. Set
near the borders with Austria and Italy, this winter and
summer tourist resort touches Triglav National Park.
The picturesque village retains its identity, and it is fun to
make use of the cable chairs up on the mountain (extra
– weather permitting). We will then make a short stop at
Lake Jasna with the high mountain peaks as a dramatic
backdrop.

in

SHORT BREAKS

Carnival Break in
Kranjska Gora,
Slovenia
FROM

€359

WHEN

26TH FEBRUARY - 1ST MARCH

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Kranjska Gora
Crnava Lake
Velesovo Valley
Lesce
Velden
Pyramidenkogel
Maria Worth
u Ryanair

return flights to Zagreb Airport
including 10kg hand luggage
u 3 nights in 4-star Hotel Kompass
in Kranjska Gora or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
central heating & TV
u Daily buffet breakfasts
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

SATURDAY, 26TH FEBRUARY | We will meet at
the airport at 7.20am for our Ryanair flight to Zagreb
departing at 9.50am. On arrival at 11.50am, we will
be transferred to Kranjska Gora. Set near the borders
with Austria and Italy, this winter and summer resort
touches Triglav National Park. We will walk around
this small but quaint village and enjoy beautiful
scenery surrounding. The rest of the day is free to
enjoy this wonderful village at leisure.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
		€359
Adult in Twin
		€409
Adult in Single
		€489
Child sharing with 2 adults
		€299
Half board 		 €51
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

Crnava Lake/Velesovo valley
€41
Velden/Maria Worth/Pyramidenkogel €41

CHILD

€21
€21

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €3.13 per person per night (from 12 years upwards)
is to be paid directly at the hotel
Pyramidenkogel €14 Adults/€8 Children

in

SUNDAY, 27TH FEBRUARY | Another exciting fullday optional excursion awaits us! Our first stop will
be Crnava Lake, a very beautiful lake located in the
village of Preddvor, north of Kranj. We will have a
relaxing morning surrounded with picturesque nature.
Later we make our way to Velesovo Valley to visit
the church. The Velesovo Monastery, a Dominican
convent, was founded by the Patriarchate of Aquileia
in 1238, but was damaged in 1471 during an Ottoman
raid. The Baroque church of the monastery was
erected in the second half of the 18th century upon
the plans of the architect Candido Zulliani. It contains

the oldest Medieval statue in Slovenia, the Velesovo
Madonna, dated to ca. 1220. The statue is a painted
wooden Romanesque sculpture about half a meter
tall. For our last stop, we will visit Lesce, home of the
Gorenjka Chocolate Factory.
MONDAY, 28TH FEBRUARY | Today, we will board
our coach and go on an optional full-day excursion
crossing into Austria. First, we will visit Velden,
the famous and vibrant village on the shore of
Lake Worthersee. We will later drive to the popular
Pyramidenkogel (entrance extra), a woodensteel structure overlooking Lake Worthersee.
Pyramidenkogel is the highest observation tower in
the world with a total height of 100 metres, giving us
opportunity to admire beautiful summer scenery. Our
last stop will be the charming village of Maria Worth.
TUESDAY, 1ST MARCH | After breakfast, we will
check-out and make our way to Zagreb Airport for our
Ryanair flight departing at 12.15pm and arriving in
Malta at 2.15pm.

SPRING/EASTER BROCHURE 2022
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SHORT BREAKS

Short Break
in Lake Garda
FROM

€349

WHEN

26TH FEBRUARY - 2ND MARCH

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Riva Del Garda
Trento
Castello del Buoncosiglio
Lake Tenno
Madonna di Campiglio
Verona, Lazise, Pinzolo,
Malcesine & Sirmione
u Air

Malta return flights to Milan
Linate Airport
u 4 nights in 4-star Gran Hotel Riva
in Riva del Garda or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV, A/C &Wifi
u Daily buffet continental breakfast
u Free visit to Sirmione
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

SATURDAY, 26TH FEBRUARY | We meet at the
airport at 10.00am for our Air Malta flight departing at
12.35pm and arriving in Milan Airport at 2.25pm. We
will proceed to our 4-star Gran Hotel Riva in Riva del
Garda to check in. Later, one can opt to join the tour
leader for a familiarisation walk in Riva del Garda.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€399
€449
€549
€369

€349
€399
€499
€319

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
* There is a large variety of restaurants in the vicinity
of the hotel where one can choose from.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Trento/Toblino Lake
Madonna di Campiglio
Verona/Lazise/Malcesine

€45
€41
€41

€23
€21
€21

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €1.65 per person per night
Castello di Buon Consiglio €8
Grappa Distillery €4
Cable Car Spinale €12
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SUNDAY, 27TH FEBRUARY | Today’s optional fullday excursion will take us to Trento passing along
lake Toblino, nestled in the mountains, in a wide
glacial valley known as the Adige Valley. We will then
proceed to visit Castello del Buoncosiglio (extra).
The castle originated from a fortified building that
was erected in the 13th century next to the city’s
walls. This first building was called Castelvecchio
(Old Castle). This castle is composed of a series of
buildings of different eras, enclosed by a circle of
walls in a slightly elevated position above the town.
We will also have time to visit the city centre. On our
way back to Riva del Garda we will have the time to
stop at the Marzadro distillery in Nogaredo for grappa
tasting (free). There is also the opportunity to visit the
distillery (extra).
MONDAY, 28TH FEBRUARY | We start the day with
a full-day optional excursion to Madonna di Campiglio
in the Brenta Dolomites, a well renowned village and
skiing resort in northeast Italy. We will pass via Canale
di Tenno and visit its medieval village. Once we arrive
at Madonna di Campiglio, one may opt to take a cable

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

car (extra) to Spinale to enjoy the panoramic views of
the Dolomites. On our way back to Riva del Garda, we
will stop in Pinzolo, a small town situated in Trentino,
800m above sea level and surrounded by the Brenta,
Adamello and Presanella mountains. A perfect place
for us to spend a lovely week surrounded by nature
and peacefulness!
TUESDAY, 1ST MARCH | After breakfast, we can
join the leader for an optional excursion to Verona for
an artistic touch of this magnificent city in the Veneto
region; complemented with typical coloured houses
and magnificent villas. Amongst other places ,we will
see the mighty Roman Arena, the impressive Baroque
Palazzo Maffei, and of course the famous Juliet’s
house with its most romantic setting. Some free time
will be left for shopping. We then head to Lazise and
Malcesine, another two very popular villages on Lago
di Garda. We will visit the old historical centres before
we return to our hotel in Riva del Garda.
WEDNESDAY, 2ND MARCH | After breakfast, checkout and before we make our way to the airport, we
will stop in Sirmione. Known as the ‘Pearl of the Lake’
perched on a peninsula on the southern shore of Lake
Garda. We will enjoy its beautiful pedestrian quarter
with cobbled streets lined with boutiques, cafes and
cake shops. We then proceed to Linate Airport for our
return flight leaving at 3.15pm and arriving in Malta
at 5.05pm.

in

SHORT BREAKS

Short Break
in San Remo
FROM

€399

WHEN

17TH - 20TH MARCH
(19th March is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

San Remo
Nice
Cannes
Monaco
Menton
u Air

Malta return flights to Milan
Linate Airport
u 3 nights in 3-star Hotel Marinella
in San Remo or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV, A/C and Wi-Fi
u Daily buffet continental breakfast
u Free visit to Milan
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Quad
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€449
€469
€489
€569
€399

€399
€419
€439
€519
€349

THURSDAY, 17TH MARCH | We meet at the airport at
10.00am for our Air Malta flight departing at 12.35pm
and arriving in Milan Airport at 2.25pm. We will proceed
to our 3-star Hotel Marinella in San Remo for check
in. Later, one can opt to join the tour leader for a
familiarisation walk in San Remo.

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
* There is a large variety of restaurants in the vicinity
of the hotel where one can choose from.
EXCURSIONS
Nice/Cannes
Monaco/Menton

ADULT

CHILD

€42
€42

€21
€21

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
Monaco Oceano Graphic Museum and Palace at €18 per person
(adult) and €12 per person (4-17 years)

in

FRIDAY, 18TH MARCH | Today’s optional full-day
excursion will take us to Nice and Cannes. We will first
go to Nice where we shall visit the key places of interest
such as Avenue Jean Medecin, with all its shops and
big shopping centres such as the Galeries LaFayette,
the famous Place Massena, the Palais du Justice, and
the Opera House.
Later, we will go to Cannes. This lush city is most
famous for the numerous festivals it hosts both local

and international as well as several high-end boutiques.
SATURDAY, 19TH MARCH | Today, our optional fullday excursion will take us to Monaco. Here, we shall
explore the old town and see the Palace and the
Cathedral, famous for hosting the wedding of Prince
Rainier and Grace Kelly. We will have time to attend the
changing of the guards. A visit to the Oceano Graphic
Museum (extra) is highly suggested as it is known to be
one of the most beautiful marine museums in the world.
We will later stop in Menton, where the sun shines 331
days a year providing the perfect conditions for a unique
microclimate.
SUNDAY, 20TH MARCH | After breakfast, we will
proceed to Linate Airport for our return flight leaving at
3.15pm and arriving in Malta at 5.05pm.

SPRING/EASTER BROCHURE 2022
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SHORT BREAKS

Unspoilt
Puglia, Italy

UNFORGETTABLE
EXPERIENCE
SLEEPING IN
A TRULLO

FROM

€429

WHEN

17TH - 20TH MARCH
(19th March is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Bari
Alberobello
Matera
Castellana Caves
Cisternino
Ostuni
Polignano a Mare
u Ryanair

return flights to Bari
Airport including 10kg hand luggage
u 1 night in the 4-star Hotel Excelsior
Bari & 2 nights in a Trullo
in Alberobello or similar
u Rooms with private facilities & TV
u Daily breakfast
u Free visits to Cisterino, Ostuni
& Polignago a Mare
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
		€479
Adult in Twin
		€529
Adult in Single
		€759
Child sharing with 2 adults
		€449
Half board (2 dinners in Alberobello) 		€56

SPECIAL PRICE

€429
€479
€709
€399

THURSDAY, 17TH MARCH | We meet at the airport
at 5.30pm for our Ryanair flight departing at 8.00pm
and arriving at Bari airport at 9.25pm. Check-in at
our 4-star Hotel Excelsior Bari in Bari.

*Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
*Seats on flights are assigned directly by Ryanair. Should you
need seats near each other, this may incur a charge.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Bari with guide
Alberobello guided walking tour
Matera/Castellana Grotte (with guide)

€15
€15
€45

€8
€8
€23

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €0.80 per person per night is to be paid
directly at the Trulli reception
Alberobello Trullo Sovrano at €1.50 per person
Matera Cave Church & Cave House at €4.00 per person
Castellana Caves at €13.00 per person
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FRIDAY, 18TH MARCH | After breakfast, we join the
tour leader for a half-day guided excursion of Bari.
We start by visiting St. Nicholas’ centre, well known
for its port and University. Visits to the Basilica of
Saint Nicholas, the Bari Cathedral (dedicated to
Saint Sabinus of Canos) and Petruzzelli Theatre are
a must. We can stroll the streets of Barivecchia (Old
Bari) from Piazza Mercantile to Piazza Ferrarese.
In the afternoon, we are transferred to our Trullo
in Alberobello, a UNESCO World Heritage site, an
unusual trulli district, with its characteristic, whitewashed conical-roofed houses. Check-in for a
once in a lifetime experience as we will be sleeping
in one of these trulli located in various parts of
Alberbello. Later, join the leader to discover this
pretty town. Walking around is enjoyable heading up
Via Monte Michele. We can visit Alberobello’s 20th
century trullo church, the Chiesa di Sant’Antoni.

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

SATURDAY, 19TH MARCH | Today, we will be
discovering Matera. The Sassi are houses dug into
the calcarenitic rock itself. The ancient town stands
on one slope of the ravine created by a river that is
now a small stream. Then, we proceed to Castellana
Caves (entrance extra). This is famous for the
network of caves found here. These vast caves
were created by underground rivers which filtered
down through the limestone soil of the Murge Hills.
We shall visit the numerous caves with their richly
coloured stalactites and stalagmites.
SUNDAY, 20TH MARCH | Our last day starts with
breakfast and check-out. We start our trip back to
Bari airport with a first stop in Cisternino, where we
have time to stop for oil tasting by visiting an Oil
Mill in this area. Then we make our way to Ostuni,
built on top of a hill and still fortified by the ancient
walls. Later, we stop in Polignano a Mare located on
the Adriatic Sea. We can enjoy some free time for
personal sightseeing before we continue our way to
Bari airport for our Ryanair flight departing at 9.40pm
and arriving in Malta at 10.55pm.

in

SHORT BREAKS

Short Break in
Thessaloniki
FROM

€349

WHEN

18TH - 21ST MARCH

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Thessaloniki
Philippi
Kavala
Meteora
Kalampaka
u Ryanair

return flights to
Thessaloniki including 10kg
hand luggage
u 3 nights in 4-Star Hotel Capsis in
Thessaloniki or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV & A/C
u 3 buffet breakfasts
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
		€399
Adult in Twin
		€449
Adult in Single
		€559
Child sharing with 2 adults
		€319
Half board (3 buffet dinners) 		€49

SPECIAL PRICE

€349
€399
€509
€269

*Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
*Seats on flights are assigned directly by Ryanair. Should
you need seats near each other, this may incur a charge.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Thessaloniki City Tour
Kavala/Philippi
Meteora/Kalampaka

€25
€49
€49

€13
€25
€25

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €3.00 per room per night
Philippi Ancient Theatre at €6 per person
Meteora Monasteries at €6 per person

in

FRIDAY, 18TH MARCH | We meet at the airport at
11.00am for our Ryanair direct flight to Thessaloniki
departing at 1.20pm. We arrive at 3.55pm in the capital
city of Northern Greece, the second most important
city after Athens. On arrival, we are transferred to our
4-star Hotel Capsis for check-in. Afterwards, we can
join the leader and guide for an optional panoramic
excursion of Thessaloniki that includes the Galerian
complex- Rotonda triumphal arch, via Egnatia with
the medieval churches the holocaust monument and
the port of Thessaloniki and the symbol of the city the
white tower. We will do 3 stopovers - the city walls,
the trigonion tower with the panorama of the city and
the Basilica of St. Demetrius from the 5th century A.D.
with the Roman bath below. Then we return to our
hotel for dinner (extra).
SATURDAY, 19TH MARCH | Today, we go on a fullday optional excursion to Kavala and Philippi. One
of the most beautiful routes in the country will take
us from Thessaloniki and along the lakes to Philippi,
the first Roman city of Europe that heard the word of
Jesus from the mouth of St. Paul. The Basilica, the
agora, the famous theatre (extra) and the Baptistery
of Lydia - the first Christian lady in Europe - are
the most interesting sites.Then, we will continue to

Kavala, the capital of the county with the medieval
castle and the traditional part of Panagia. One of the
squares of the city boasts incredible buildings like
the 2 town halls and the catholic monastery of the
Lazaristes. We return to our hotel for dinner (extra).
SUNDAY, 20TH MARCH | An early start to the day,
taking us towards Meteora and Kalampaka on this
optional full-day excursion. The other worldly rocks of
Meteora give the opportunity to the visitors to combine
nature with religious and archeological interests since
the 6 monasteries that survive are masterpieces of the
12th century until the 18th century A.D. Frescoes and
icons, everyday life of a monastery together with the
small museums allow the visitor to feel the serenity
of the monastic life (entrance extra). Kalampaka, the
town at the foot of the rocks with the monasteries, is
a charming little town facing those milestones of the
Orthodox Church. We return to our hotel for dinner
(extra).
MONDAY, 21ST MARCH | Breakfast and check-out
we then proceed to the airport for our flight back to
Malta departing from Thessaloniki at 11.20am arriving
in Malta at 12.05pm.

SPRING/EASTER BROCHURE 2022
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SHORT BREAKS

Short Break
in Cork, Ireland
FROM

€399

WHEN

31ST MARCH - 3RD APRIL
(31st March is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Cork, The Ring of Kerry,
Sneem, Kenmare, Moll's Gap,
Kisane Sheep Farm,
Blarney Caste, Cobh, Kinsale,
Sandycove, James Fort, Adare,
and Limerick.
u Ryanair

return flights to Shannon
Airport including 10kg hand luggage
u 3 nights in 4-star Hotel Central Jurys
Inn in Cork or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV & A/C
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Free excursion to Limerick
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

THURSDAY, 31ST MARCH | We meet the tour
leader at the airport at 5.00am for our Ryanair flight
to Shannon departing at 7.30am arriving at 10.15am.
We board our coach to transfer us to our hotel in Cork.
In the afternoon, we have an optional half-day guided
tour of Cork, visiting the famous landmarks in the city.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€449
€473
€653
€349

€399
€423
€603
€299

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Excursion Package

€155

€75

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
Blarney Castle €18
Titanic Experience €12
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FRIDAY, 1ST APRIL | Today, we will go on a full-day
optional excursion to the Ring of Kerry with its cliffs
and rugged coastal sections. Picturesque bays and
small beaches determine the landscape at the ring of
Kerry. We stop for photos along the way and make
longer breaks in the lovely villages of Sneem and
Kenmare, where we have some time for lunch (extra).
At Moll’s Gap, we visit the Kissane Farm, where we
see a demonstration with shepherd dogs and learn
everything about sheep shearing. We make some
stops to enjoy the scenery. Transfer back to our hotel.
SATURDAY, 2ND APRIL | For our optional full-day
excursion, we visit Blarney Castle (extra). The main
attraction here is the famous Stone of Eloquence. For
200 years, millions climb the steps to kiss the Blarney
Stone and gain the gift of eloquence. The less known
Rock Close and the castle grounds are all worth a visit
on their own. Then we travel to Cobh. After lunch, we

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

visit the Titanic Experience (extra) and learn about the
123 Irish passengers who embarked on the ill-fated
RMS Titanic bound for New York. On the way back
to Cork we stop at Kinsale, a historic port and fishing
town and one of Ireland’s most historic locations
nestled between the hills and the shoreline. After a
walking tour in Kinsale, we proceed to Sandycove
where we see James Fort and enjoy the fantastic
views it offers over the nearby beaches. Return to our
hotel.
SUNDAY, 3RD APRIL | Breakfast and check-out.
Then we can join the leader for a half-day excursion
to Limerick where we shall have a guided tour of the
main attractions of the city. On our way to Limerick,
we shall make a stop at Adare, voted as Ireland's
prettiest village. Limerick is a major city in Ireland, set
in Munster province south of the country. Its compact
old town is known for the medieval-era, St Mary’s
Cathedral and St John’s Square which is lined with
Georgian townhouses. Standing along the River
Shannon, the 13th century King John’s Castle is one
of the city’s most recognizable sites. Then we proceed
to the airport in Shannon for our Ryanair flight back to
Malta departing at 5.25pm and arriving at 10.10pm.

in

SHORT BREAKS

Short Break
in Sorrento
FROM

€329

WHEN

31ST MARCH - 3RD APRIL
(31st March is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Montecassino
Sorrento
Capri
Pompeii
Amalfi Coast
u Air

Malta return flights to
Rome Airport
u 3 nights in a 3-Star Hotel Tirrenia
or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV & A/C
u Daily continental buffet breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes and service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board (3 meals)

SPECIAL PRICE

€379
€429
€499
€389
€45

€329
€379
€449
€339

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Capri (including boat fees)
Amalfi Coast
Pompeii

€63
€45
€33

€44
€22
€15

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City Tax of €1.50 per person per night (from 18 years upwards)
to be paid directly to the hotel
Montecassino Benedictine Monastery at €6 per person
Tarantella Show at €25 per person
Capri Boat at €17 per person
Anacapri Mini Coach at €12 per person
Giardini d'Augusto at €5 per person
Pompeii Ruins and Whispers at €15 per person

in

THURSDAY, 31ST MARCH | We will meet at the
airport at 5.00am for our Air Malta flight departing
at 7.35am and arriving in Rome Fiumicino Airport
at 9.00am. On our way to Sorrento, we will stop in
Montecassino where we shall visit the Benedictine
Monastery (entrance extra). We then continue the
trip to our 3-star Hotel Tirrenea in central Sorrento.
After checking in, we will go on a familiarisation walk
around this popular holiday destination with its narrow
streets, lined with shops selling traditional goods. In the
evening, after dinner we may join other tourists in a
local nightclub to watch the famous Tarantella Show.
The show (entrance extra) takes approximately one
hour, and a welcome drink is included in the price.
FRIDAY, 1ST APRIL | Today, we will go on a full-day
optional excursion to Capri. We will board the ferry
boat (included) to take us to the picturesque island of
Capri. On arrival at Marina Grande, we will take a boat
(extra) to enjoy the beautiful bay of Capri. On our return
to Marina Grande, we will ride a mini coach which will
take us to Anacapri, where one can enjoy the stunning
views of the gulf of Naples. Later, the mini coach will
drive us down to Capri, where we shall make a stop
and go for a short walk to Giardini D’Augusto (entrance
extra) to view the famous Faraglioni, the three stacks
located off the island of Capri. The mini coach will take

us back to Marina Grande to get the ferry boat and
return to Sorrento. (Mini coach services are extra).
SATURDAY, 2ND APRIL | On our optional full-day
excursion, we will discover the extraordinary and
scenic Amalfi Coast. We shall enjoy breathtaking
views as our excursion unwinds along the coast road.
En route to Amalfi we shall stop at the Belvedere
overlooking Positano. Later, we will proceed to Amalfi
to visit the town centre and have time for souvenir
shopping and to have lunch (extra). We will return to
Sorrento and enjoy some free time.
SUNDAY, 3RD APRIL | Today breakfast and checkout. Then we can join the leader for a half-day optional
excursion to Pompeii where we shall visit the popular
ruins. Our English-speaking guide will accompany us
during the visit to the ruins and take us back to where
time stopped with the eruption of Vesuvius in AD79.
(Entrance and Whispers extra). We will see the city
streets worn away by the chariot wheels of the ancient
Roman Gladiators, ancient villas with frescoed walls
and beautiful mosaics. We will have some free time
at leisure until we are transferred from Sorrento to
Rome’s Airport for our Air Malta flight that departs at
11.00pm and arrives in Malta at 00.35am.
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EASTER BREAKS

Easter in
Tuscany
FROM

€399

WHEN

14TH - 18TH APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Montecatini
Volterra
San Gimignano
Cinque Terre
Florence
Orvieto
u Air Malta return flights to Rome Airport
u4

nights in 4-star Grand Plaza Hotel
in Montecatini or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
hair-dryer & TV
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Welcome drink on arrival
u Return airport transfers
u Free visits to Montecatini,
Alto and Orvieto
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Double
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half board (4 meals)

SPECIAL PRICE

€449
€509
€559
€359
€66

€399
€459
€509
€309

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Volterra/San Gimignano
Cinque Terre (Boat included)
Florence

€40
€59
€40

€20
€39
€20

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €1.40 per person per night (from 11 years upwards)
is to be paid directly at hotel
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THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | We meet at the airport
at 5.00am for our Air Malta flight departing at 7.35am
and arriving in Rome Fiumicino Airport at 9.00am. We
board our coach and drive to Montecatini Alto which is
a characteristic medieval village, situated a few hundred
metres above the ‘new’ town. The views are splendid!
We later proceed to our 4-star Hotel Grand Plaza in
Montecatini, popular for its wonderful scenery, thermal
baths, and the Chianti wine.
FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | Today’s full-day optional
excursion takes us to Volterra and San Gimignano.
We have a short stop in Volterra. This city conserves
a medieval aspect, not only for the 12th century city
walls, but also because of the urban layout with narrow
streets, palaces, tower houses and churches. We drive
to San Gimignano, probably the most famous small
town in Italy, which dominates the Val d’Elsa with its
breathtaking skyline bristling with towers.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | We leave for La Spezia for
a full-day optional excursion. We take a ferry (included
- weather permitting) to Cinque Terre, one of the most
beautiful areas of the Liguria region. Here, five small

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

villages are nestled in the cliffs overlooking the sea and
hills where the land’s finest wines are grown. We make
a short stop in the picturesque village of Monterosso. In
the event of bad weather, this day will be replaced by a
full day excursion to Pisa and Lucca.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | Today, we will go to Florence
on an optional full-day excursion. Here, Easter is
celebrated with the Scoppio del Carro, explosion of the
cart which is dragged through Florence by white oxen.
Following mass, the archbishop sends a dove-shaped
rocket into the cart, igniting the fireworks held in the
cart. This spectacular display is followed by a parade
in medieval costumes. We spend the rest of the day
seeing amongst others the Duomo, Piazza Signoria
and Ponte Vecchio.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | After we check-out of hotel,
we proceed to Orvieto, one of the most striking,
memorable, and enjoyable hill towns in central Italy
which sits majestically high above the valley floor
atop a big chunk of tufo volcanic stone, overlooking
cypress-dotted Umbrian plains. We will later proceed to
Fiumicino airport for our return flight departing at 7.10pm
and arriving in Malta at 10.35pm.

in

EASTER BREAKS

Easter in
Normandy
FROM

€549

WHEN

14TH - 18TH APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Paris, Caen,
Mont Saint Michel,
Honfleur,
Étretat, Lisieux,
Saint Germain de Livet,
Giverny
u Air

Malta return flights to Paris Airports
nights in 3-star Royal Hotel
Caen or similar
u Rooms with private facilities, free WIFI, TV and hairdryer
u Daily cold buffet breakfast
u Free Panoramic Paris City Tour
u Free visit to Giverny
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes and service charge
u Insolvency fund
u4

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€599
€649
€859
€549

€549
€599
€809
€499

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
* There is a large variety of restaurants in the vicinity
of the hotel where one can choose from.
EXCURSIONS
Mont Saint Michel (with English
speaking guide)
Honfleur & Étretat
Lisieux & Saint German de Livet

ADULT

CHILD

€49
€45
€42

€35
€23
€21

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €2.30 per person per night is to be paid directly at
the hotel
Mont Saint Michel-Abbey’s Ramparts €11 per adult
Chateaux du Breuil visit brewery and tasting €8
Claude Monet’s House €11

in

THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | We meet at the airport
at 4.00am for our Air Malta flight to Paris Charles De
Gaulle airport departing at 6.25am. On arrival at 9.20am,
our coach will pick us up to proceed to Paris for a free
panoramic city tour, where we shall see amongst others,
Champs Elysees, Arc de Triomphe, Tour Eiffel, Place
de la Concorde, L’Opera and Notre Dame Cathedral.
Afterwards we will go to our 3-star Royal Hotel in Caen
in Normandy.
FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | We will enjoy the highlight of
our full-day optional excursion that takes us to the
beautiful sights of the island of Mont Saint Michel, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site and undoubtedly one
of Normandy’s most spectacular attractions. The wellpreserved abbey, from which the island takes its name,
dates back to the 8th century. Since then, buildings in
several architectural styles have been built on the island,
resulting in a diverse collection of architecture that we
admire as we walk through the narrow streets. There
are substantial amount of steps to reach the abbey.
We explore the abbey’s ramparts (entrance extra), the
island’s museum and then we shall have time to browse
the local shops.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Another full-day optional
excursion takes us to Honfleur and Étretat. Honfleur
offers a unique heritage, which can be best glimpsed
by strolling along this little maritime town that has
somehow escaped the ravages of time, making it one
of the most visited towns in France. Its international
fame is partly due to the authenticity of its narrow-paved
streets and timber-framed house-fronts, its little shops,

charming hotels and typical restaurants, and also the
variety of its monuments and the wealth of its cultural
and artistic heritage. Simultaneously, with the fishing
harbour, marina and commercial port, Honfleur has
succeeded in making the most of its rich historical and
artistic heritage. We will then proceed to Étretat where
the sea passes under the limestone arches that make
the resort famous. We have time to admire the splendid
view of the sea and its magnificent beach and cliffs.  
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | Our coach will take us to our
full-day optional excursion, where we first go to Lisieux.
The simple and humble way St Therese of Lisieux lived
her life draws many people to this wonderful shrine.
We see the Carmelite convent, the Cathedral and the
Basilica. Then, we shall go to Saint Germain de Livet,
a charming hamlet at the bottom of the valley. Here,
we will see a picture postcard timbered farm, a couple
of cottages, a church and the adorable 15th century
Chateau with pepper pot turrets and pink and white
checkerboard façade sits in geometric gardens behind
a high wall. We shall have time to visit the Chateaux
du Breuil, a traditional farm chateaux that produces
Calvados, a popular Normand drink (extra).
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | Breakfast and check-out
from our hotel. Later we board our coach to go to Paris
Orly Airport, and on our way we will make a stop in the
town of Giverny, where we visit the beautiful gardens
and charming stone farmhouse (entrance extra) where
Claude Monet lived and worked. We will then be
transferred to the airport for our return flight departing
from Paris Orly Airport at 6.150pm and arriving in Malta
at 10.35pm.
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EASTER BREAKS

Easter in Serbian
Lakes & Mountains
FROM

€449

WHEN

14TH - 19TH APRIL

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Sirogojno, Uvac Lake,
Uzice, Kadinjaca,
Memorial Complex,
Stopica Cave,
Tara National Park
and Belgrade
u Return

flights with WizzAir to
Belgrade Airport including 20kg
luggage and 10kg hand luggage
u 5 nights in 4-star Hotel Zlatibor
Mona in Zlatibor or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV &WiFi
u Usage of Wellness Centre in Hotel
Zlatibor Mona
u Buffet Breakfast
u Free city tour of Belgrade
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes and service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half board (3 dinners)

SPECIAL PRICE

€499
€549
€689
€429
€69

€449
€499
€639
€379

* Special Price applies when half board and all excursions are
taken.
EXCURSIONS
Sirogojno
Tara National Park
Uvac Lake Inc. Jeeps
Serbian Folklore Night
Uzice

ADULT

CHILD

€26
€47
€47
€46
€42

€14
€31
€31
€46
€21

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €1.30 per person per night is to be paid
directly at hotel.
Stopica Cave €3 Adults/€2 Children
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THURSDAY 14TH APRIL | We meet at 8.30pm for our
Wizzair flight departing to Belgrade at 10.55pm. On
arrival we start our drive towards Zlatibor and check-in
our 4-star Hotel Zlatibor Mona in Zlatibor.
FRIDAY 15TH APRIL | We start off our stay with a
half-day optional excursion taking us to Sirogojno and
visit the “Staro Selo Sirogojno”, an open-air museum
or “ethno village” known as the Old Village Museum.
The ethno village displays a set of traditional wooden
buildings, including a bakery, a dairy, and an inn, all in
authentic form. The village of Sirogojno was declared
a Monument of Culture of Exceptional Importance in
1983, and it is protected by the Republic of Serbia. We
will then proceed to the beautiful waterfalls of Gostilje.
SATURDAY 16TH APRIL | Today we will go for a
very pleasant full-day optional excursion, taking us to
the Tara National Park. The Park is especially famous
for its fascinating nature. We will enjoy a tour of Lazici
Dam while observing Spajici Lake and the area where
the famous Pancic’s Spruce was discovered in 1875.
We will next make a stop at the tourist village Mitrovac
where we take a walk-through protected woods along
the Red Creek to the natural phenomenon Carpet
Meadow. We will then go down the mountain to the river
Drina and make a lunch break (extra) with a view of the
beautiful House on the rock. On our way back we will
make a stop at the medieval Raca monastery.
SUNDAY 17TH APRIL | Today we can enjoy a full-day

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

optional excursion to Uvac Lake. We will make our way
to the marvelous lake with Jeeps. Uvac Lake consists
of compound of unreal meanders that nature carved
in miraculous way, showing off the most beautiful color
of crystal-clear waters. In the evening, we shall have a
Serbian folklore night with dinner in a local restaurant.
MONDAY 18TH APRIL | We will start off with today’s
half-day optional excursion to the city of Uzice. Set
in the valley of Detinja River, surrounded by the
magnificent mountains of Tara and Zlatibor. It was the
centre of the former Republic of Uzice and one of the
eight Tito’s cities. Many people pass by this city which
holds a long and wild history. We will later proceed to
Stopica Cave (extra), famous for its 10 meters high
subterranean waterfall but also its climate: it is cold
during summertime but warm in winter. The Stopica
cave, on the left bank of the Pritavica River, is one
of the biggest tourist attractions in Western Serbia,
near the city of Uzice. We will then make our way to
Kadinjaca Memorial Complex. This spomenik complex
commemorates the brave actions of the soldiers the
Worker’s Batallion who died protecting the Republic of
Uzice at Kadinjaca Mountain.
TUESDAY 19TH APRIL | After breakfast, we will checkout of our rooms and make our way to Serbia’s capital
city, Belgrade. On arrival in Belgrade we will enjoy a free
city tour. We will then make our way to the airport for our
Wizzair flight departing at 8.00pm and arriving in Malta
at 9.55pm.

in

EASTER BREAKS

Magic in
Disneyland,
Paris
FROM

€569

WHEN

18TH - 21ST APRIL

PRICE
INCLUDES

u Air

Malta return flights to
Paris Airports
u 3 nights in the 3-star B&B Hotel
at Disneyland Paris or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV & A/C
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Free Paris city tour
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Quad
Adult in Triple
Adult in Double
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

€569
€649
€699
€969
€399

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €1.13 per adult over 18 yrs per night is to be paid
directly at hotel
3 day/2 park tickets (19, 20 and 21st April) to Disneyland Park
€279 Adults/€258 Children (between 3 to 11 years)
*Entrance ticket prices may vary
Paris Boat ride at €17 per adult and €8.50 per child

in

MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | We meet at the airport at
4.00am for our Air Malta flight departing at 6.25am and
arriving in Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport at 9.20am.
On arrival we have a free excursion of Paris, where
we see amongst others Champs Elysees, Arc de
Triomphe, Place de la Concorde, L’Opera, Louvre,
Notre Dame Cathedral and the Eiffel Tower. Following,
we can take a boat ride (extra) on the Seine River.
Later, we are transferred to our B Hotel at Disneyland
Paris for check-in.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | Full-day at Disneyland Paris
experiencing the top attractions and shows featuring
Main Street USA, Adventureland, Fantasyland and
Discoveryland. On the second day we can visit Walt

Disney Studios Park. In the evening we suggest you
join the leader to experience the Buffalo Bill Wild West
Show. Relive the thrills of the Wild West with a reallife buffaloes and Buffalo Bill in person. There is a free
shuttle service from the hotel to the theme park and
back regularly during the day and till late at night.
WEDNESDAY, 20TH APRIL | Another full-day at
Disneyland Paris.
THURSDAY 21ST APRIL | Today, we will checkout and enjoy our last day in Disneyland. Late in the
afternoon, we make our way to Paris Orly Airport for
our Air Malta flight departing at 6.50pm arriving in
Malta at 9.25pm.
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EASTER BREAKS

Fun in
Gardaland
FROM

€549

WHEN

20TH - 23RD APRIL

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Gardaland
Sirmione
Garda
u Air

Malta return flights to
Milan Linate Airport
u 3 nights in 4-star Gardaland Hotel
u 2 Day Gardaland Entrance Ticket
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV & A/C
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Free visit to Garda
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

WEDNESDAY, 20TH APRIL | We meet at the airport
at 10.30am for our Air Malta flight departing at 1.00pm
and arriving in Milan Linate Airport at 2.50pm. On
arrival, we will proceed to our 4-star Gardaland Hotel
situated at Castelnuovo del Garda. In the evening,
an optional excursion takes us to Sirmione, known
as the ‘Pearl of the Lake’ perched on a peninsula on
the southern shore of Lake Garda. We will enjoy its
beautiful pedestrian quarter with cobbled streets lined
with boutiques, cafes and cake shops.

€549
€579
€799
€399

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
* There is a large variety of restaurants in the vicinity
of the hotel where one can choose from.
EXCURSIONS
Sirmione

ADULT

CHILD

€19

€10

THURSDAY, 21ST APRIL | Full-day at Gardaland
Park. Gardaland is one of the most popular
entertainment parks in Europe, and perhaps the most

popular in Italy, nestled on the Eastern shore of Lake
Garda near the town of Castelnuovo del Garda. Let
yourself get carried away by a river of fantasy by
choosing the type of attraction that suits you best.
Enjoy the spectacular shows and amazing adventures!
FRIDAY, 22ND APRIL | Another full-day at Gardaland
Park.
SATURDAY, 23RD APRIL | Today we will check-out
and head to Garda, a pleasant town on the southern
shore of Lake Garda. We will later make our way to
Milan Linate Airport for our Air Malta flight departing at
3.40pm arriving in Malta at 5.30pm.

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €1.65 per adult per night is to be paid directly at hotel
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in
Krakow
FROM

€529

WHEN

11TH - 18TH APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Krakow, Krakow Easter Market,
Galeria Krakowska, Czestochowa,
Jasna Góra, Zakopane, Tatra
Mountains, Pieniny National Park,
Auschwitz*, Birkenau, Wieliczka,
Salt Mines, Lagiewniki Hill &
Sanctuary of the Divine Mercy
(Suor Faustina), Wadowice and
Kalwaria Zebrzydowska,
u Ryanair

return flights to
Krakow Airport including 10kg
hand luggage and 20kg checked-in
luggage
u 7 nights in 3-star Wyspianski
u Hotel or similar
u Rooms with private facilities & TV
u Daily breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Double
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board (7 dinners)

MONDAY, 11TH APRIL | We will meet at the airport at
6.40pm for our Ryanair flight departing at 9.10pm and
arriving in Krakow airport at 11.45pm. On arrival, we
are transferred to our 3-star Hotel Wyspianski.

SPECIAL PRICE

€629
€679
€829
€499
€147

€529
€579
€729
€399

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
*Seats on flights are assigned directly by Ryanair. Should you
need seats near each other, this may incur a charge.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

City walking tour
Czestochowa-Jasna Gora (Black Madonna)
Zakopane/Tatra Mountains
Pieniny National Park
Auschwitz/Birkenau
Wieliczka Salt Mines/Divine Mercy
Wadowice/Kalwaria Zebrzydowska

€20
€40
€42
€32
€42
€45
€45

€10
€20
€25
€16
€25
€23
€23

*Entrance fees and English speaking guide included
NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
Entrance to St. Mary’s Basilica €4
* New regulations involving Auschwitz have taken place this
year. All names must be given 3 months prior to departure in
order to secure entrance. Any bookings done closer to date
will not have a guaranteed entrance ticket.

in

TUESDAY, 12TH APRIL | We will start the day by going
on a half-day optional city walking tour accompanied
by our guide starting with the Bishop’s Palace, Wawel
Hill, Wawel Castle and Cathedral. The castle was
home to many Polish kings and queens. A walk up
Grodzka Street leads us to the heart of Krakow, the
Rynek Gówny or Main Market Square. There, the
large Gothic Cloth Hall is the perfect place for souvenir
shopping. We also visit St Mary’s Basilica (entrance
extra). The afternoon is free to stroll around the city
centre and enjoy the Krakow easter market or visit
Poland’s largest shopping mall Galeria Krakowska,
walking distance from our hotel.
WEDNESDAY, 13TH APRIL | On today’s optional
excursion, we will go to Czestochowa, a town of
special importance to St. John Paul II. He stayed
there six times as Pope and chose it as the place for
the 6th World Youth Day. Jasna Góra “Bright Mount”
is the most important Marian shrine in Poland and a
destination for hundreds of pilgrimages every year.
Its focal point is the Chapel of the Blessed Virgin and
its miraculous icon of the Black Madonna. When the
Pope came to Jasna Góra, he always made his way
to the Chapel of the Miraculous Image where he would
pray and entrust the Church and the World to the
hands of the Mother of God.
THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | We will go on our fullday optional excursion to Zakopane, a town lying in
the Tatra National Park in the heart of the magnificent
Tatra Mountains. Your sightseeing tour of the town
will include a funicular train ride to the top of Mount
Gubaówka where you will enjoy a panoramic view of
the Tatras, as well as a visit to the Sanctuary of Our
Lady of Fatima, built as a votive offering of thanks to
her for saving the Pope’s life after the assassination
attempt of 13 May 1981. Karol Wojtya’s love of the
Tatras and Podhale region was fostered in his youth
when he used to trek through the mountains with his
father and brother.
FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | Today, we will go on our fullday optional excursion to the Pieniny National Park.

We shall take a raft trip down the rapids of the River
Dunajec, with its magnificent backdrop of mountain
tops, 1,500ft high limestone cliffs, trees embedded in
rock formations and meadows. After our eventful trip,
we can enjoy lunch (extra) in a regional restaurant in
Niedzica, after which we will visit the town’s castle.
Niedzica Castle is a medieval stronghold dating from
the 14th Century, gorgeously situated on the shore of
a lake.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Today, we will have an
optional excursion with a difference taking us to
Auschwitz* and Birkenau. Here we witness one of the
most memorable lessons of modern European history.
During our visit we’ll see the flower strewn Death Wall,
the national memorials, the rail line and remains of
the hundreds of barracks, a testimony to the number
of lost lives through Nazi activities across occupied
Europe.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | Today we will go on a full-day
optional excursion starting by visiting the Wieliczka
Salt Mines, one of the oldest in all of Europe. Over
the centuries, devout and superstitious miners have
carved fabulous figures, monuments, and altarpieces
out of its salt walls. These amazing works have earned
the Wieliczka Salt Mine a place on the UNESCO World
Cultural Heritage list. Our route through the mine leads
us through galleries and chambers on three levels. We
walk down and a lift carries us back to the surface. We
will later head to Lagiewniki Hill to visit the Sanctuary
of the Divine Mercy which St John Paul II consecrated
in 2001, and the tomb of Suor Faustina.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | This morning, we will go on
an optional excursion to Wadowice, the birthplace of
Pope Wojtyla. The visit will include the entrance to new
multimedia Museum of St. John Paul II in His house
of birth. While there, we see the Pope’s monument
erected in front of the gothic Parish Church and visit
this church where the Vicar of Christ was baptized,
served as an altar boy and prayed daily in front of
the picture of Our Lady of Perpetual Help. En-route
to Krakow, we will visit Kalwaria Zebrzydowska with
its Basilica dedicated to Our Lady of the Angels and
an important place of devotion in Poland. We return
back to our hotel and later proceed to Krakow Airport
for our Ryanair flight departing at 6.10pm and arriving
in Malta at 8.45pm.

SPRING/EASTER BROCHURE 2022
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in
Scenic Italy &
Switzerland
FROM

€479

WHEN

12TH - 18TH APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Arona, Lugano, Bellinzona,
Zermatt-Matterhorn, Como, Bellagio,
Orta, Lago Maggiore, Stresa, Isola
Bella, Isola dei Pescatori, Macugnaga,
Monte Rosa, and Milan
u Air

Malta return flights to Milan
Linate Airport
u 6 nights in 4-star Hotel Atlantic in
Arona or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV & A/C
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Welcome cocktail
u Free visit to Milan
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Supplement Lake View Room
(per person per night)
Half Board (6 meals)

SPECIAL PRICE

€529
€579
€729
€409

€479
€529
€679
€359
TUESDAY, 12TH APRIL | We will meet at the airport
at 10.30am for our Air Malta flight departing at 1.00pm
and arriving in Milan Linate Airport at 2.50pm. We shall
proceed to our 4-star Hotel Atlantic in Arona to checkin. Later, we can join the tour leader for a familiarisation
walk.

€15
€108

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Lugano/Bellinzona
Zermatt-Matterhorn
Como/Bellagio
Lake Orta/Lago Maggiore/Borromean
Islands (boat & Borromeo Palace
entrance included)
Macugnaga

€44
€50
€43

€22
€25
€22

€47
€45

€24
€23

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €2.10 per person per night (from 6 years upwards)
is to be paid directly at hotel
Swiss Lake Cruise - €27.00 per adult/€15.00 per child under
12 years
Train Tasch – Zermatt - €16.00 per adult/€10.00 per child
under 12 years
Klein Matterhorn cable car - €80.00 per adult/€40.00 per
child 9-15 years
Lago Di Como boat trip - €12.00 per adult/€8.00 per child
under 12 years
Bellagio Boat trip €12.00 per adult/€8.00 per child under
12 years
Orta San Giulio boat trip; Madonna del Sasso Chu Chu
Train - €22.00 per adult/€15.00 per child under 12 years
Macugnaga Belvedere chairlift - €12.00 per adult/€7.00 per
child 4-14 years/€1.00 per child under 3years
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WEDNESDAY, 13TH APRIL | This morning we will
drive to Switzerland for a full-day optional excursion,
heading to Lugano. We will have some free time for
sightseeing and shopping. Later we shall board a boat
to go on a lake cruise trip (extra). In the afternoon, we
will proceed to Bellinzona, the capital city of Southern
Switzerland Ticino Canton. It is known for its 3 medieval
castles, including the hilltop Castel Grande, where we
will have the opportunity to take an elevator to the top
and enjoy views of the city in the surrounding Alps.
THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | Today, we will leave early
for our full-day optional excursion taking us to a long
but extremely rewarding scenic drive to Zermatt,
Switzerland. We will stop at Tasch where we shall
take the train (extra) to Zermatt (it is not possible to
visit Zermatt by coach because it is a car-free zone).
The climax in Zermatt will be the fantastic, breathtaking
panoramic views of the world-famous mountain, The
Matterhorn. The views can be enjoyed by the 2 tier
system of cable cars which will take us high up on the
Klein Matterhorn on an elevation of 3,883m above sea
level, including also the Glacier Paradise (extra and
weather permitting). This is highlighted as an amazing
experience not to be missed!
FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | Today’s full-day optional
excursion takes us to Como. We will stop and admire
the Duomo and enjoy a boat trip (extra) on the worldfamous Lago. In the afternoon, we shall proceed
towards the village of Tremezzo located on the western
shore of Lake Como from where we will board a boat
(extra) to Bellagio – one of the most attractive lake
resorts. Bellagio is a small village at the tip of a long
hilly promontory between the two southern branches
of Lake Como. We will have lunch (extra) and spend
a relaxing afternoon in this tiny town with lovely views
and classy boutiques.

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Today, we will have a fullday visiting the most beautiful lakes in northern Italy,
Lake Orta and Lake Maggiore. We will drive to Pella.
From there we will take a chu chu train (extra) to the
Balcony of Lake Orta at a height of 638m, where the
Sanctuary of Our Lady of the Rock (Madonna del Sasso)
is situated. From there we will admire an amazing view
of Lake Orta and the surrounding, then we will board
again the chu chu train to Pella from where we will take
a boat (extra) to Orta. We will have some free time to
roam around the narrow-cobbled streets. Then we will
board the boat to make a short visit on the Island of
San Giulio, and then continue our boat trip to Pella. We
will board the coach to Stresa at Lago Maggiore and
have some free time for lunch (extra). Afterwards, we
will take a boat (included) to explore the islands of Isola
Bella and Isola dei Pescatori. We will start from Isola
Bella for a visit to the sumptuous Borromeo Palace and
its Italian-style gardens. We will then make a short stop
at Isola dei Pescatori, a tiny, quiet island with an old
church dedicated to San Vittore. Finally, we will cruise
only around Isola Madre, the largest island on the lake
dominated by Villa Borromeo, an aristocratic place
surrounded by beautiful gardens.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | On our full-day optional
excursion to Macugnaga we will first make a short stop
to admire the statue of St Charles Borromeo. Then
we continue to drive up the Anzasca Valley, plunged
between the rugged mountains. Macugnaga nestles in
the foothills of Monte Rosa. The village itself is a cluster
of typical alpine buildings. Upon arrival, we will take the
Belvedere Chairlift (extra and weather permitting) at
the foot of Monte Rosa to view the Alps and a fantastic
view of the valley. A truly unforgettable experience.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | After checking-out, we
will head to Milan, the capital of Lombardia. We will
proceed to Castello Sforzesco where we leave the
coach to visit the Duomo from the exterior, the Galleria
Vittorio Emanuele and see the Teatro Della Scala from
the exterior. We will then make our way to Milan Linate
Airport for our Air Malta flight departing at 3.40pm
arriving in Malta at 5.30pm.

in

EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Holy Week
in Andalucia,
Spain & Gibraltar
FROM

WHEN

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

€579
12TH - 19TH APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)
Seville, Córdoba, Torremolinos,
Málaga, Gibraltar, Ronda,
Granada, Mijas, Puerto Banus
and Marbella
u Air

Malta return flights to
Malaga Airport
u 7 nights in 4-star Gran Hotel Cervantes
in Torremolinos or similar
u Rooms with private facilities, A/C,
safe, TV & hairdryer
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund

TUESDAY, 12TH APRIL | We meet at the airport at
4.00pm for our Air Malta flight departing at 6.30pm
and arriving in Malaga Airport at 9.25pm. On arrival we
make our way to our 4-star Gran Hotel Cervantes in
Torremolinos on the Costa del Sol for check-in.
WEDNESDAY, 13TH APRIL | We start our holiday
with a full-day optional excursion taking us to Seville,
the capital of Andalucía, where we start our day with a
city tour of this important historical city. We walk to the
city centre towards the Cathedral (ent. incl.) which is the
third largest in the Catholic world. We can also see the
Giralda, the Alcazar Palace, the Tower of Gold and a
view of the river Guadalquivir. After some free time, we
then proceed to the famous Plaza d’Espagna and the
beautiful Maria Luisa gardens.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board (6 buffet dinners and
1 buffet lunch) 		

SPECIAL PRICE

€679
€729
€879
€529

€579
€629
€779
€429

€109

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Seville
Córdoba
Málaga
Gibraltar
Ronda
Granada
Mijas/Puerto Banus/Marbella

€45
€45
€22
€45
€31
€55
€40

€35
€35
€11
€23
€16
€42
€20

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
Plaza de Toros bullring & Museum €8.00 per person
* The order of the programme can be changed or reversed.
However, all visits and excursions will be maintained

in

THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL I This morning we go on an
optional full-day excursion to Córdoba, a city of history
and arts. We visit the famous Mesquita, Cordoba’s
Cathedral dedicated to the Assumption of our Lady
(ent. incl.) and former Islamic Mosque, supported by
850 columns, we walk to the antique Jewish quarters,
a labyrinth of narrow winding streets of great charm
and beauty. Free time is given to explore the traditional
piazzas, the roman temples, and monuments.
FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | We have a free morning to
enjoy Torremolinos. (Today we have lunch instead of
dinner at the hotel). After lunch, we go for an optional
half-day excursion to Málaga. We discover the city
centre walking through the piazzas and beautiful streets
decorated for the Holy Week activities, followed by a
visit to the imposing Málaga Cathedral where we attend
the last part of the Good Friday service. We later join the
thousands of people that throng the squares and streets
of Málaga for the traditional Good Friday processions.
An amazing experience!
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Our full-day optional
excursion today takes us to the Rock of Gibraltar, which
is a duty-free British territory. This is a great opportunity
for one to do some shopping in the Main Street. In the
afternoon, one may visit the spectacular St Michael’s
Caves, Europa Point, and the famous Barbary Apes
(entrance and transport extra).

SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL I We board our coach and head
off on our optional full-day excursion driving by the old
romantic road to Ronda, perched on high mountains.
We have time to visit Plaza de Toros, the 18th century
bullring and its bullfighting museum (entrance extra),
home of some of the most famous matadors in history.
Then we join the locals in the Easter procession with
the statue of the Risen Christ and the statue of Our
Lady carried shoulder high by young women. Later,
we explore this picturesque town steeped in history.
One can attend the Easter Sunday mass celebration
in Ronda’s cathedral adorned with the Good Friday
antique statues.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL I Today’s full-day optional
excursion takes us to Granada, located at the foot of
the Sierra Nevada. We start our tour by visiting the
Capilla Royal (ent. incl.), the gothic Granada Cathedral
(ent. incl.) and later explore the maze of ancient narrow
streets in the city centre which are full of fascinating
curiosities, local crafts, and delicacies. Later, we visit the
famous Alhambra Palace (ent. incl.) built on the top of
a hill. The palace complexes and Generalife Gardens,
beside the Albaicin, have been declared World Heritage
Sites. We visit the incredible Alhambra complex, hills,
village, the old Alcazaba and The Generalife Gardens,
(ent. incl.), the summer residence of the Nazari
Monarchs, along with the Palace of Carlos V.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL I After breakfast, we check-out
of our rooms (please advise your tour leader if you wish
to enquire regarding late-check-out) and enjoy our last
day with a full-day optional excursion heading first to
Mijas, an old village perched on the mountains. Mijas
is purely Andalucian in charm and character with its
whitewashed houses, cobbled streets, old wine taverns
and typical boutiques filled with beautiful pottery and
artistic leather objects d’arte. We proceed to the beautiful
coastal town of Marbella, playground of the rich and
famous, stopping to visit Puerto Banus, the main port of
Marbella’s three boating marinas. We return to the hotel
for dinner and later we make our way to Malaga Airport
for our Air Malta flight departing at 10.15pm and arriving
in Malta at 1.00am (early Wednesday 20th April).
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in
Lisbon
FROM

€559

WHEN

12TH - 19TH APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Lisbon, Palmela,
Santarem, Peniche,
Fátima, Aljustrel, Sintra,
Cabo da Roca, Cristo Rei,
Arrábida Mountain,
Óbidos and Nazaré
u Ryanair

return flights to Lisbon
Airport incluing 10kg hand luggage
and 20kg checked-in luggage
u 7 nights in a 4-star Hotel VIP
Executive Arts in Lisbon or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
u air-conditioning, TV, mini-bar & safe
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes and service charge
u Insolvency fund

TUESDAY, 12TH APRIL | We meet at the airport at
9.45am for our Ryanair flight departing at 12.20am and
arriving in Lisbon Airport at 2.45pm. We then make our
way to our 4-star VIP Executive Arts Hotel in Lisbon,
located in front of Parque das Naçõe strategically
placed in Lisbon’s modern part, for check-in. Later we
can join the leader for an afternoon optional excursion
visiting the lovely Palmela Castle. The castle, whose
stones hold historic memories dating to pre-history, sits
high up on the Serra de Arrábida hills, offering exquisite
panoramic views of the region and the Tagus and Sado
rivers.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€659
€709
€989
€479

€559
€609
€889
€379

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
* There is a large variety of restaurants in the vicinity
of the hotel where one can choose from.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Palmela
Santarem/Peniche
Fátima/Aljustrel
Sintra/Cabo do Roca
Cristo Rei/Arrábida Mountain
Lisbon
Óbidos/Nazaré

€30
€40
€40
€36
€33
€37
€40

€15
€20
€20
€18
€17
€19
€20

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €2.00 per person per night (from 13 years upwards)
is to be paid directly at hotel
Wax Museum at €7.50 per person (Adults)/€4.50 per person
(Children)
Cristo Rei Monument at €6.00 (Adults)/€3.00 per person (Children)
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WEDNESDAY, 13TH APRIL | After breakfast, we can
join leader for a full-day excursion to Santarem and
Peniche. We start by visiting Santarem, overlooking the
wending Tagus River, its ridge-top position. Santarem
is a town of historical significance, once renowned as
the strongest fortress in the kingdom. Free time to go
round and explore with our leader. Then we proceed to
Peniche, known for its long beaches. Some free time
before we make our way back to Lisbon.
THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | Our full-day optional
excursion takes us to Fatima , one of the largest
religious pilgrimage sites in the world. With the gorgeous
white structure, unblemished and pure, Fatima is known
as the place where the Virgin Mary appeared to three
little shepherds. Since the apparitions, the region of
Fátima became a destination of pilgrims. Here we
see the Chapel of Reconciliation, the small Chapel of
the Apparitions and visit the Sanctuary of Fatima and
afterwards we visit the Wax Museum (extra). Later, we
visit Centro Comercial de Fátima, where one can have
lunch (extra). From here, one can also make some
souvenir shopping. Our last stop will be at Aljustrel and
visit the houses of the three shepherd children.
FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | We leave the hotel to go on our
full-day optional excursion, heading first to Sintra. We
shall be enchanted by its mystical hills and magnificent
fairy-tale-like palaces. Not only can you enjoy the
wonderful mountain and its monuments, but you
can also taste some of the best cheese and chouriço
sausage lunch (extra) and some free time. Later, we
proceed to “the end of the world”, for you to admire
the picture-perfect Cabo da Roca cliffs. Surely a place
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where you will experience the true power of sightseeing!
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Today we have a half
-day optional excursion where we proceed to the most
impressive Cristo Rei monument (extra), based on the
awe-inspiring Christ the Redeemer statue in Rio de
Janeiro. Here we enjoy the panoramic vistas of Lisbon.
Later, we go on a sightseeing coach tour to the Nature
Park of Arrábida, home to striking landscapes, where
we gaze over the verdant park towards the Atlantic and
the beaches below. Afterwards, we return to Lisbon to
have some free time to enjoy the Parque das Naçõe
area, or for some shopping in Centro Vasco da Gama
just down the road from the hotel.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | We start our holiday with a fullday optional excursion taking us round Lisbon. We shall
start with a panoramic tour stopping in the Belém district,
home to the 16th century UNESCO World Heritage
listed sites, the stunning Belém Tower and Jerónimos
Monastery. We shall also see the Monument to the
Discoveries, the fifty meter tall monument, shaped like a
ship’s prow built in honor of Henry the Navigator. In the
afternoon, we can enjoy some free time for lunch (extra)
in one of the many restaurants in Praça Rossio or along
the main shopping street, Augusta Street. We suggest
you end this visit in magnificent, elegant square of Praça
do Comércio.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | Another full-day optional
excursion takes us first to one of the most picturesque
and charming city of Óbidos. Óbidos is a charming
medieval village made up of a labyrinth of cobblestoned
streets with whitewashed houses that liven up with
dashes of vivid yellow and blue paint. Walking inside
the village also allows you to taste the local drink
Ginjinha and other local goods and crafts. Next, it’s
onto the fishing village of Nazaré, where old women
still wear traditional skirts. The small fishing town has a
grand breach, where one can enjoy classic Portuguese
dishes, absorb panoramic views of Portugal’s rugged
Atlantic coastline, and capture numerous photographs.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | Early check-out from our
rooms and we proceed to go to Lisbon Airport for our
Ryanair flight departing at 7.50am and arriving in Malta
at 11.55am.
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in
Prague
FROM

€499

WHEN

12TH - 19TH APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Prague
Dresden
Konopiste Castle
Cesky Krumlov
Kutna Hora
Karlovy Vary
Terezin Concentration Camp
u Air Malta return flights to Prague Airport
u7

nights in 4 Star Crystal Palace Hotel
in Prague or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
A/C, TV & Wi-Fi
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes and service charge
u Excursions
u Insolvency fund

TUESDAY, 12TH APRIL | We will meet at the airport
at 11.15am for our Air Malta flight departing at 1.50pm
arriving in Prague at 4.20pm. We are transferred to our
4-star Hotel Crystal Palace in Prague. Check-in and
afterwards we will join leader for a familiarization walk.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€599
€629
€919
€449

€499
€529
€819
€349

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Prague City Tour
Dresden
Konopiste Castle
Cesky Krumlov
Kutna Hora
Karlovy Vary
Terezin Concentration Camp

€25
€45
€38
€45
€45
€45
€45

€15
€23
€20
€23
€23
€23
€33

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €2 per person per night is to be paid directly at hotel
Konopiste Castle CZK340/€14.00 per adult CZK240/€9.50 per child
Kutna Hora – St. Barbara’s Cathedral/Ossuary CZK 150/€6.00 per
person/CZK100/€4.00 per person
Funicular Diana Tower €5

in

WEDNESDAY, 13TH APRIL | Breakfast and later we
can join the leader for an optional half-day excursion a city tour of beautiful Prague. We will see interesting
places such as the Castle, the lovely Cathedral of St
Vitus and a walk along Charles’ Bridge - famous for its
30 statues. In the evening, one can stroll around the Old
Time Square and Wenceslas Square. The afternoon is
free to explore Prague or do some shopping.
THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | Our full-day optional
excursion takes us to Dresden in Germany, where
notable art treasures, architectural sights, and charming
landscapes merge to form a truly fascinating city. We
see the main attractions such as the Semper Opera
House and the Frauenkirche Lutheran church amongst
others and afterwards we have time for shopping and
personal sightseeing.
FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | Today we will go on a half-day
excursion to Konopiste Castle (entrance extra), an
impressive castle set in the beautiful Czech countryside.
The castle dates from the 13th Century. It was built as a
Gothic fortification in the style of a French chateau. In
the 17th century, parts of the castle were remodelled in
the Renaissance style, followed by further alterations
to the Baroque style in the 18th century. Konopiste is
surrounded by thick forest, so throughout its existence
hunting was a popular pursuit for the nobility staying
there. We will return to Prague in the afternoon where we
will enjoy some free time.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Today’s full-day optional

excursion takes us to the south of Bohemia, to Cesky
Krumlov, the most attractive historical town of the
Bohemian region. On our way to this town, we pass
through lovely scenery and villages. In Cesky Krumlov,
we have time to visit the historic city centre and the castle
(extra) dominating the town.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | Breakfast, and then we can
join the leader for another half-day excursion to Kutna
Hora. It is one of the 12 places in the Czech Republic on
UNESCO’s world heritage list but is most famous for its
remarkable ‘bone church’; a cemetry chapel decorated
with the bones of up to 40,000 people. The historic
centre of Kutna Hora is one of the country’s prettiest and
the gothic cathedral of St Barbara is the country’s most
spectacular. Once back in Prague, one may stroll around
the medieval streets bursting with all kinds of shops or
one may stop at leisure in one of the several antique
squares for a local snack and a glass of Czech beer.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | This morning, we will go on an
optional full-day excursion to Karlovy Vary. The Czech
Republic’s most famed spa destination, Karlovy Vary
saw 200 spa houses sprout by the 1500s. The springs
in the peaceful Tepla valley are said to cure metabolic
and gastric issues. Five beautiful Colonnades straddle
hot springs where visitors can sip the mineral rich water.
One can also visit the Diana tower by an antique funicular
(extra).
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | Breakfast, and we check-out
of rooms. On our last half-day optional excursion, we
will visit Terezin concentration camp, contained within
the walls of the famed fortress Theresienstadt. Terezin,
originally a holiday resort reserved for Czech nobility,
was turned into a concentration camp during the World
War II. Later we will make our way to Prague Airport for
our Air Malta flight departing at 5.10pm and arriving in
Malta at 7.40pm.
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Austrian
& German
Easter Delights
FROM

€549

WHEN

13TH - 20TH APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Munich’s Olympic Park,
Flachau, Mondsee, St. Gilgen,
St. Wolfgang, Hallein Salt Mines,
Berchtesgaden, Hellbrunn Palace,
Velden, Worthersee,
Pyramidenkogel, Klagenfurt,
Hohenwerfen Castle,
Lake Kõnigssee, Zell am See,
Schmittenhöhe Mountain
and Salzburg
u Air

Malta return flights to
Munich Airport
u 7 nights in 4-star Hotel Unterberghof
in Flachau or similar
u Rooms with private facilities, TV,
safe & hairdryer
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Free visit to Munich’s Olympic Park
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board 			

SPECIAL PRICE

€649
€699
€719
€559
€119

€549
€599
€619
€459

* Special Price applies when half board and all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS
Salzkammergut (Mondsee/St Gilgen/
St Wolfgang)
Hallein Salt Mines/Berchtesgaden/
Hellbrunn Palace
Velden/Worthersee/Pyramidenkogel/
Klagenfurt
Hohenwerfen Castle/Lake Kõnigssee
Zell am See/Schmittenhohe Mountain
Salzburg

ADULT

CHILD

€44

€22

€49

€25

€42
€45
€43
€42

€21
€23
€22
€21

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €2.00 per person per night (from 15 years upwards)
is to be paid directly at hotel
Olympic Tower €8 per person
St. Gilgen boat ride €8.50 per adult/€5.00 per child
Hallein Salt Mines €27.00 per adult/€12.00 per child
Hellbrunn Summer Palace €12.50 per adult/€5.50 per child
Pyramidenkogel €11.00 per adult/€5.50 per child
Hohenwerfen Castle €14.50 per adult/€8 per child
Lake Kõnigssee boat ride €18.00 per adult/€10.00 per child
Schmittenhohe cable car €28 per adult/€15.50 per child
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WEDNESDAY, 13TH APRIL | We meet at the airport
at 6.15am for our Air Malta flight to Munich airport
departing at 8.45am. On arrival at 11.05am, our coach
takes us to visit Munich’s Olympic Park. We have time
for lunch (extra) and to visit the area. One of the main
attractions is the Olympic Tower (extra) standing at a
height of 182 metres from where we can admire the
marvellous panorama. We later proceed to our 4 star
Unterberghof Hotel in Flachau, Austria for check-in.
THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | Our first optional full day
excursion takes us to Salzkammergut - the Lake District
in Austria. We stop first in Mondsee, a typical quaint
village on the bank of Lake Mondsee. At its centre, one
can find St. Michael’s Basilica which was used to film
the marriage scene in the famous movie “The Sound
of Music”. Later, we go to St. Gilgen, the birthplace of
Mozart’s mother, where we can ride a boat (extra)
crossing Lake Wolfgangsee, one of the biggest and
most famous lakes in the region of Salzburgland, and
disembark in St. Wolfgang. While in this scenic town,
we wander around winding streets and relax in squares
fringed with historic buildings.
FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL – Good Friday | Today’s optional
full-day excursion begins with a visit to the 7,000 year
old Hallein Salt Mines (extra) in Austria. Together with
the local guide, we board an electric train for this funfilled tour. Then, we will straddle two wooden rails and
slide down to the lower level of the mine (one can opt
to use the steps). We will be able to view a multi-vision
show and take a boat trip across an underground lake.
After this fascinating experience, we cross the border
into Germany, stopping in nearby Berchtesgaden, a
historical little mountain town for lunch (extra). Time
permitting, we will have a short enjoyable stroll around
this picturesque locality. We return back to Austria to visit
Hellbrunn Summer Palace and its grounds (extra) full of
trick fountains. Water was one of the dominant design
elements for this palace thus providing amusement and
entertainment.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | On today’s full day optional
excursion we drive towards the Austrian region of
Carinthia. Our first stop will be in Velden, a famous
holiday resort, situated on the western shore of Lake
Worthersee, which is a popular bathing lake and the
largest lake in the region. We then drive up an 851
metre high mountain where at the summit we can go up
the Pyramidenkogel (extra), a wooden-steel structure
overlooking Lake Worthersee. With a total height of 100
metres, the Pyramidenkogel is the highest observation
tower in the world offering a lookout platform to gaze
at the magnificent landscapes which lie at your feet.
Today’s last stop will be in the 17th century town of

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

Klagenfurt. We can stroll around the pedestrian area
with its beautifully restored Renaissance courtyard and
even have time for personal sightseeing and shopping.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL - Happy Easter | Another
full day optional excursion in Austria, takes us in
bygone times when we visit the mighty 900-year old
Hohenwerfen Castle (extra), a location for the 1969 film
“Where Eagles Dare”, surrounded by an extraordinary
landscape. The local guide in historical costume
will show us around various chambers, dungeons,
apartments, and the belfry amongst other attractions.
On the castle’s ramparts, we will watch a magnet
attraction for visitors - the impressive birds of prey flight
demonstration, with eagles and falcons showing off
their flying skills under the control of their falconer. We
will later proceed to Bavaria in Germany to visit Lake
Kõnigssee, where we can enjoy some amazing views
of the mountains overlooking the lake. We have time
for lunch (extra) and to go for a walk around the shore,
or may even go for a boat ride (extra) on Germany’s
most beautiful Alpine Lake taking us to St Bartholomea
peninsula and back. The silent electric boat navigates
right past the vertical mountain walls in the emerald fjord
lake, where every minute of the journey is relaxing and
breathtaking.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | Today, our full day optional
excursion remains in Austria, with our first stop will be
in Zell am See. We will wander around the charming
narrow pedestrian streets leading to the shore of the
crystal clear lake and admire the surrounding mountain
scenery. We will later drive towards the foot of the 1,965
metre high Schmittenhöhe Mountain (extra) to ride a
cable car – awarded as the Best Austrian Cable Car.
The mountain is also known as one of Austria's most
beautiful panoramic mountain and the views across and
down to the valley are really quite something.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | Our last full day optional
excursion takes us to immortal Salzburg, the heart
in the heart of Europe. It is known as the birthplace
of Mozart and the location for the setting of the film
“The Sound of Music”. Time to go around the unique
pedestrian streets, alleys and squares whilst admiring
the numerous impressine buildings and churches with
their graceful domes and spires. One can also take the
funicular up to the formidable cliff-top Hohensalzburg
Fortress (extra) and enjoy the amazing fortification and
also the panoramic view from up top.
WEDNESDAY, 20TH APRIL | Immediately after
breakfast, we check-out of our rooms and make our way
towards Munich airport for our Air Malta flight departing
at 12.10pm and arriving in Malta at 2.20pm.
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in
Turkey

ALL
EXCURSIONS
INCLUDED
IN THE PRICE

FROM

€1049

WHEN

14TH - 21ST APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Cappadocia, Konya, Antalya,
Perge, Aspendos, Side,
Pamukkale and Istanbul
u Turkish Airlines

flights to
Cappadocia via Istanbul and return
from Istanbul
u Internal Turkish Airline Flight from
Cardak to Istanbul
u 2 nights in Cappadocia 4-star hotel
u 2 nights in Antalya 4-star hotel
u 1 nights in Pamukkale 4-star hotel
u 2 nights in Istanbul 4-star hotel
u Meals as indicated on programme
u Airport transfers
u All excursions
u Services of tour leader
u Professional English-speaking
guide during sightseeing
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund
THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | We meet at the airport
at 8.00am for our Turkish Airlines flight taking us to
Cappadocia via Istanbul departing at 10.35am. On
arrival at 5.30pm we are transferred to our 4-star hotel
and have dinner (D).
FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | (Optional: Hot Air Balloon riding
available early in the morning! A unique experience!)
After breakfast we go on a full day excursion to visit
Cappadocia. Here we can see the main Goreme Open
Air Museum situated in the Goreme Valley, home
to early Christian churches decorated with unique
frescos. We proceed to Pasabaglari (Monk’s Valley)
to see the world-famous fairy chimneys which have a
unique shape. We then have lunch and time to visit
Avanos, the well known pottery and craft centre before
we enjoy some free time to shop for some jewellery.
We return to our hotel in time for dinner (B/L/D).
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Today after breakfast, we
check-out and we start our trip to Antalya. En-route, we
stop in Konya and visit the Mevlana Mauseleum. Time
for lunch and continue to Antalya. On arrival check-in
at our hotel and dinner (B/L/D).

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Double
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

€1049
€1099
€1349
€709

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
Hot Air Balloon (including transfers) - €195
Cleopatra's Pool at €7.50 per person
Bosphorous Cruise/Dinner at €50 per person
* Hot Air Balloon excursion is not covered by insurance

in

SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | After breakfast, we will have
a full-day sightseeing tour. Our first stop will be Perge,
the place where most of the statues on display in the
Antalya Museum were unearthed. It is one the most
important antique cities of the Pamphilia Region where
originally it was settled by the Hittites around 1500BC.
Once with its city gate flanked by two lofty towers, the
long colonnaded road was once paved with mosaics
and full of shops, a large agora, the public baths, and a
gymnasium. We then proceed to Aspendos, which has
one of the best-preserved Roman theaters in Anatolia.
It’s located beside the river Eurymedon with its beautiful
theater galleries, and the stage decorations. One can
find temples, monumental fountain, a basilica, agora,
bouleuterion, stadium and aqua dots. After lunch, we
will visit Side, one of the best-known classical sites
in Turkey. This was an ancient harbor whose name
meant pomegranate. Today a pretty resort town with
ancient ruins, sandy beaches, and shops that attract
hundreds of visitors. Return to our hotel for dinner
(B/L/D).
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | After breakfast, checkout from the hotel and we will leave this colourful
town behind us and will pass through the verdant
countryside. We will drive towards Pamukkale. On
arrival, before we start our visit we will have lunch
and visit a textile factory outlet (burbery shop).
Late afternoon, we will arrive at the North Gate
of Pamukkale (Hierapolis). Here we will see the
Necropolis (cemetery) of Hierapolis which is one of
the biggest ancient cemeteries in Anatolia with 1.200

graves, the Roman Bath, the Domitian Gate, the Main
Street, and the Byzantium Gate. Then we will walk to
the natural warm water terraces which were formed
by running warm water that contains calcium. The
temperature of the water is about 35 degrees. Here
we can see the gleaming white travertine terraces of
Pamukkale, located next to the ruins of Hierapolis.
The extraordinary effect is created when water from
the hot springs loses carbon dioxide as it flows down
the slopes, leaving deposits of limestone. The layers
of white calcium carbonate, built up in steps on the
plateau, giving the site the name Pamukkale (cotton
castle. We will even have time to swim in this Ancient
Pool )which is also called Cleopatra’s Pool (entrance
extra) which is warmed by hot springs and littered with
underwater fragments of ancient marble columns.
Possibly associated with the Temple of Apollo, the pool
provides today’s visitors a rare opportunity to swim
with antiquities! During the Roman period, columned
porticoes surrounded the pool, and earthquakes
toppled them into the water where they lie today.
Afterwards, we continue our drive to our Pamukkale
Hotel dinner and overnight (B/L/D).
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | Breakfast, check-out from
our hotel and make our way to Cardak airport for our
flight to Istanbul. On arrival, the time is free to discover
this magnificent city with the leader. Free time for
personal sight seeing or shopping. In the evening we
join a Bosphorus River cruise with dinner (optional)
unlimited local drinks, and a Turkish folk dance show
with Belly dancers (extra) (B).
WEDNESDAY, 20TH APRIL | After breakfast, we go
on a full day excursion to Byzantian and the Ottoman
Relics Tour. We begin our tour at the Sultanahmet
district, the heart of old Istanbul, at Saint Sophia.
Built by Emperor Justinian in the 6th century AD, this
church is one of the marvels of world architecture. We
then visit the Blue Mosque, which owes its name to
the exquisite tiles adorning its interior. Dating from the
17th century, it is the only imperial mosque with six
minarets, and The Hippodrome. After lunch we visit
Topkapi Palace (excluding Harem Section), which,
from the 15th to the 19th century, was the principal
residence of the Ottoman Sultans. The last stop is at
the Grand Bazaar, the commercial heart of the old city
with its 4,000 shops full of treasures, including carpets
and kilims, silks, jewelry, ceramics, icons, and leather
goods. We have time to wander around the Grand
Bazaar and do some shopping (B/L).
THURSDAY, 21ST APRIL | Breakfast, and today we
have a free morning for personal sightseeing. Early
afternoon we go to the airport for our return with the
Turkish Airlines flight departing at 5.10pm and arriving
in Malta at 6.40pm (B).
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in
Ljubljana,
Slovenia
FROM

€549

WHEN

14TH - 21ST APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Ljubljana, Kranjska Gora,
Lake Bled, Bohinj,
Klagenfurt, Pyramidenkogel,
Postojna Caves, Predjama
Castle, Lago di Fusine,
Tarvisio and Piran
u Ryanair

return flights to Trieste Airport
including 10kg hand luggage and 20kg
checked-in luggage
u 7 nights in 3-star central City Hotel
in Ljubljana or similar
u Daily breakfasts
u Rooms with private facilities, central
heating & TV
u Free excursion to Piran
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | We will meet at the airport
at 11.45am for our Ryanair flight to Trieste departing at
2.15pm. On arrival at 4.15pm, we will make our way
towards Ljubljana and check-in at our hotel.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Quad
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€649
€669
€699
€899
€399

€549
€569
€599
€799
€299

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Ljubljana
Bled/Bohinj/Mount Vogel
Kranjska Gora/Lake Jasna
Postonja Caves/Predjama Castle
Klagenfurt/Pyramidenkogel
Tarvisio/Lago di Fusine

€20
€41
€43
€35
€45
€38

€10
€21
€22
€18
€23
€19

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €3.13 per person per night is to be paid directly
at the hotel
Boat Ride Llubljana €8 Adults/€4 Children
Cable car Mount Vogel €21 Adults/€13 Children
Bled Castle €13 Adults/€8 Children
Postojna Caves/Predjama Castle €30.80 Adults/€20 Children
Cable car Monte Lussari €14 Adults/€7 Children
Pyramidenkogel €14 Adults/€8 Children
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FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | Today we will go on an optional
half-day excursion to explore the town of Ljubljana,
the capital city of Slovenia. This friendly city has a
baroque section of the old town, with narrow, cobbled
streets nestled between the castle slopes and the river
Ljubljanica. Particular highlights of the old town include
the Cathedral of St Nikolai, City Hall, Ljubljana Castle,
and the three bridges. After the guided tour, we will
have some free time where one can either take a boat
ride (extra and weather permitting) on the River
Ljubljanica or enjoy some shopping.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Our full-day optional
excursion today takes us to Kranjska Gora. Set
near the borders with Austria and Italy, this winter
and summer resort, touches Triglav National Park.
We will walk around this small but quality village
and enjoy beautiful scenery surrounding. We can
also take the cable chairs up to the mountain (extra
-weather permitting). We will then make a short stop
at Lake Jasna with high mountain peaks as a dramatic
backdrop.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | Happy Easter! This morning,
we shall go on an optional full-day excursion to visit
Bled, known as the Pearl of the Slovenian Alpine
region due to its emerald-green Lake. We shall visit
Bled Castle (entrance extra) and admire the precious
Lake view from up there. Then, we will proceed to
Bohinj, to visit another breath-taking Lake known as
the largest glacier lake in Slovenia, situated in the
region of the Julian Alps. We will have the opportunity
to take a cable car up to Mount Vogel (extra and
weather permitting) and admire the stupendous view
till we reach the summit and breath fresh air on the top
of the Mount.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | This morning we shall go on
an optional full-day excursion to Austria. We will first

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

visit Klagenfurt, the capital city of the southern Austrian
province of Carinthia. Particular highlights include the
Klagenfurt Cathedral and the square, Neuer Platz.
We will later drive to the popular Pyramidenkogel
(entrance extra), a wooden-steel structure overlooking
Lake Worthersee. With a total height of 100 meters,
the Pyramidenkogel is the highest observation tower
in the world offering a lookout platform to face the
magnificent landscapes which lie at your feet.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | Today our full-day optional
excursion takes us to Postojna and Predjama. Postojna
caves (entrance extra) are amongst the largest in the
world. They feature 24 kilometers of amazing stalactite
and stalagmite structures. An electric train will take us
into the caves and then a guide will walk us through
the most dramatic parts of the caves. We will also visit
Predjama Castle (entrance extra), a unique structure
in Gothic style built right in the mountains under a
natural rocky arch.
WEDNESDAY, 20TH APRIL | On today’s full-day
optional excursion we will cross over to Italy driving
towards Lago di Fusine and Tarvisio. We will first stop
at Lago di Fusine where we will find two breathtaking
lakes; Lago Inferiore and Lago Superiore. These
places transmit a feeling of serenity that immediately
allows one to be with nature. The colours of the
lakes’ water vary from sapphire to turquoise. We later
proceed to Tarvisio and visit Piazza di Unità. Time
for lunch (extra) before proceeding towards the foot
of Monte Lussari where we can opt to take a cable
car (extra and weather permitting) and admire the
stunning views. Monte Lussari is famous with pilgrims
due to the tradition related to the discovery of a statue
of the Virgin Mary with Baby Jesus.
THURSDAY, 21ST APRIL | After Breakfast, we will
check-out and make our way to the Adriatic Coast! We
will drive towards the oldest coastal town in Slovenia,
Piran, where we admire its charming Venetian
architecture whilst enjoying a walking tour. We will then
make our way to Trieste Airport for our Ryanair flight
departing at 4.40pm and arriving in Malta at 6.30pm.
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in
Lake Bled,
Slovenia
FROM

WHEN

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

€569
14TH - 21ST APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)
Bled, Bohinj, Ljubljana,
Predjama Castle, Postojna
Caves,Lago di Fusine, Tarvisio,
Klagenfurt, Pyramidenkogel,
Crnava Lake, Velesevo Valley,
Lesce and Piran
u Ryanair

return flights to Trieste Airport
including 10kg hand luggage and 20kg
checked-in luggage
u 7 Nights in 4-star Hotel Park or 4-star
superior Rikli Balance or similar
u Rooms with Private Facilities,
u Central Heating & TV
u Daily Breakfasts
u Free Excursion to Piran
u Return Airport Transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | We will meet at the airport
at 11.45am for our Ryanair flight to Trieste departing at
2.15pm. On arrival at 4.15pm, we will make our way
towards Lake Bled and check-in at our hotel.

PRICE PER PERSON
		
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing/2 adults
Half Board 		

*SPECIAL PRICE

*SPECIAL PRICE
HOTEL PARK		
€669/€569*		
€949/€849*		
N/A		
€140		

HOTEL RIKLI
€689/€589*
€969/€869*
€599/€499*
€140

*Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Bled/Bohinj/Mount Vogel
Ljubljana
Postonja Caves/Predjama Castle
Tarvisio/Lago di Fusine
Klagenfurt/Pyramidenkogel
Crnava Lake/Velesovo Valley

€38
€38
€35
€38
€45
€42

€19
€19
€18
€19
€23
€21

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €3.13 per person per night is to be paid directly
at the hotel
Cable Car Mount Vogel €21 Adults/€13 Children
Boat Ride Llubljana €8 Adults/€4 Children
Bled Castle €13 Adults / €8 Children
Postojna Caves and Predjama Castle €30.80 Adults / €20 Children
Cable car Monte Lussari €14 Adults/€7 Children
Pyramidenkogel €14 Adults / €8 Children

in

FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | Today we will go on an optional
full-day excursion to explore the town of Bled, known
as the Pearl of the Slovenian Alpine region due to
its emerald-green Lake. We shall visit Bled Castle
(entrance extra) and admire the precious Lake view
from up there. Then, we will proceed to Bohinj, to visit
another breath-taking Lake known as the largest glacier
lake in Slovenia, situated in the region of the Julian Alps.
We will have the opportunity to take a cable car up to
Mount Vogel (extra – weather permitting) and admire
the stupendous view till we reach the summit and breath
fresh air on the top of the Mount.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | This morning we shall
go on an optional full-day excursion to visit Ljubljana,
the capital city of Slovenia. This friendly city has a
baroque section of the old town, with narrow, cobbled
streets nestled between the castle slopes and the
river Ljubljanica. Particular highlights of the old town
include the Cathedral of St Nikolai, City Hall, and the
three bridges. We will begin with a panoramic city tour
followed by a walking tour. After which, we will have
some free time where one can either take a boat ride
(extra – weather permitting) on the River Ljubljanica or
enjoy some shopping.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | Happy Easter! Our full-day
optional excursion takes us to Postojna Caves and
Predjama Castle. Postojna Caves (entrance extra) are
amongst the largest caves in the world. They feature
24 kilometers of amazing stalactite and stalagmite
structures. An electric train will then take us into the
caves and then a guide will walk us through the most
dramatic parts of the caves. We will also visit Predjama
Castle (entrance extra), a unique structure in Gothic
style built right in the mountains under a natural rocky
arch.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | On today’s full-day optional
excursion we will cross over to Italy driving towards
Lago di Fusine and Tarvisio. We will first stop at Lago di
Fusine where we will find two breathtaking lakes; Lago

Inferiore and Lago Superiore. These places transmit
a feeling of serenity that immediately allows one to be
with nature. The colours of the lakes’ water vary from
sapphire to turquoise. We later proceed to Tarvisio
and visit Piazza di Unità. Time for lunch (extra) before
proceeding towards the foot of Monte Lussari where we
can opt to take a cable car (extra and weather permitting)
and admire the stunning views. Monte Lussari is famous
with pilgrims due to the tradition related to the discovery
of a statue of the Virgin Mary with Baby Jesus.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | This morning we shall go
on an optional full-day excursion to Austria. We will
first visit Klagenfurt, the capital city of the southern
Austrian province of Carinthia. Particular highlights
include the Klagenfurt Cathedral and the square, Neuer
Platz. We will later drive to the popular Pyramidenkogel
(entrance extra), a wooden-steel structure overlooking
Lake Worthersee. With a total height of 100 meters, the
Pyramidenkogel is the highest observation tower in the
world offering a lookout platform to face the magnificent
landscapes which lie at your feet.
WEDNESDAY, 20TH APRIL | Another full-day exciting
optional excursion awaits us! Our first stop will be
Crnava Lake, a very beautiful lake located in the village
of Preddvor, north of Kranj. We will have a relaxing
morning surrounded with picturesque nature and later
we make our way to Velesovo valley to visit the church.
The Velesovo Monastery, a Dominican convent, was
founded by the Patriarchate of Aquileia in 1238, but was
damaged in 1471 during an Ottoman raid. The Baroque
church of the monastery was erected in the second
half of the 18th century upon the plans of the architect
Candido Zulliani. It contains the oldest Medieval statue
in Slovenia, the Velesovo Madonna, dated to ca. 1220.
The statue is a painted wooden Romanesque sculpture
about half a meter tall. For our last stop, we will visit
Lesce home of the Gorenjka Chocolate Factory.
THURSDAY, 21ST APRIL | After Breakfast, we will
check-out and make our way to the Adriatic coast. We
will drive towards the oldest coastal town in Slovenia,
Piran, where we will admire its charming Venetian
architecture whilst enjoying a walking tour. After, we
will proceed to Trieste Airport for our Ryanair Flight
departing at 4.40pm and arriving in Malta at 6.40pm.
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in the
Dolomites
Pinzolo
FROM

€539

WHEN

14TH - 21ST APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Pinzolo, Nardis Falls,
Madonna di Campiglio, Spinale,
Sirmione, Verona, Castle Thun,
Molveno, Riva del Garda, Limone,
Lake Tenno, Passo Tonale,
Ponte di Legno & Trento
u Air

Malta return flights to
Milan Linate Airport
u 7 nights in 4-star Hotel Olympic
Royal in Pinzolo or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV, A/C & Wi-Fi
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Services of a tour leader
u Airport taxes and service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board			

THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | We meet at the airport at
10.30am for our Air Malta flight, departing at 1.00pm
and arriving in Milan Linate airport at 2.50pm. We will
be transferred to Hotel Olympic Royal in Pinzolo, a
small town situated in Trentino, 800m above sea level
and surrounded by the Brenta, Adamello and Presanella
mountains. A perfect place for us to spend a lovely week
surrounded by nature and peace and tranquility.

SPECIAL PRICE

€639
€659
€829
€509
€119

€539
€569
€729
€409

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Nardis Falls/Madonna di Campiglio
Verona/Sirmione
Thun Castle/Molveno
Riva del Garda/Limone/Canale di Tenno
Passo Tonale/Presena Glacier/Ponte
di Legno
Trento/Toblino Lake

€41
€41
€41
€35

€21
€21
€21
€18

€43
€45

€22
€29

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €2.50 per person per night is to be paid directly at hotel
Cable Way Spinale €12 per person
Castel Thun €8 per person
Ferry Limone €8 per person
Cable Way Paradiso (2585mts) €14 per person
Cable Way Paradiso + Presena (3000mts) €22 per person
Castel del Buonconsiglio €10 per person
Wine tasting from €18 per person
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FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | We start our stay with a full-day
optional excursion to Nardis Falls. The Nardis Waterfalls
(snow permitting) are the most well-known falls of Val
di Genova, which is renowned as the “waterfalls valley”
for the great abundance of falls featured. The valley
boasts terraced slopes cut by watercourses and glacier
formations, which explains the unusually large number of
falls. We will then head to Madonna di Campiglio, a well
renowned village and skiing resort in northeast Italy. One
may opt to take a cable car (extra) to Spinale to enjoy the
panoramic views of the Dolomites. On our return at the
hotel, join the leader for a familiarization walk in Pinzolo.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | After breakfast we can join
the leader for an optional excursion to Sirmione and
Verona. Our first stop will take us to Sirmione, known
as the ‘Pearl of the Lake’ perched on a peninsula on
the southern shore of Lake Garda. We will enjoy its
beautiful pedestrian quarter with cobbled streets lined
with boutiques, cafes and cake shops. We then head to
Verona for an artistic touch of this magnificent city in the
Veneto region, complemented with typical coloured
houses and magnificent villas. Amongst other places
we will see the mighty Roman Arena, the impressive
Baroque Palazzo Maffei, and of course the famous
Juliet’s house with its most romantic setting. Some free
time will be left for shopping.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | Today’s optional full-day
excursion will start with passing through the Carlo Magno
pass, with the possibility to take a picture and admire the
Brenta Dolomites, one of the nine groups of Dolomites,
recognized as World Heritage by UNESCO. We will
then proceed along Valle di Sole and Valle di Non,
famous for their cultivation of apple trees. We will have
a short stop at San Romedio Sanctuary in time for mass
(depending on the snow conditions of the road to the
Sanctuary). We will then admire Castel Thun which was
built in the mid-thirteenth century, located on the top of
a hill at 609m., near the village of Vigo di Ton in a beautiful
panoramic position. Later, the journey will continue
by reaching the village of Molveno, located on the other

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

side of the Brenta Dolomites. Molveno is famous for its
alpine lake, awarded for years as one of
the most beautiful small lakes in Italy.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | Today is the day to enjoy the
highlights of Lago di Garda during our full-day optional
excursion while driving along the shores of the lake till we
arrive in Riva del Garda. We shall roam the town centre,
after which, we will take a mini cruise (extra) on Lake
Garda, the largest lake in the region of Lombardy. We will
disembark in Limone, where we shall have enough time
for personal sightseeing. We will then return to Riva del
Garda and head to Canale di Tenno, a small medieval
village which is beautifully restored. From there, we will
walk down to Lago di Tenno which is one of the most
picturesque lakes in Trento. On our way back we will stop
for a free Grappa tasting.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | Today’s optional fullday excursion will start by visiting the Passo Tonale
area at 1,884m, on the border between the Lombardy
and Trentino regions. This winter and summer resort,
located at the foot of Glacier Presena (3,000m)
offers the possibility of skiing almost all year with its 100
km of slopes. With modern and fast lifts, Passo Tonale
is one of the first tourist resorts in the alps to open
the lifts and one of the last to close them. We will have
the possibility to take the Cable way Paradiso to reach
2,585m (extra) and the Cable way Presena to reach
the glacier and Passo Presena at 3,000m (extra). On the
way back we will stop for a short visit in the village of
Ponte di Legno.
WEDNESDAY, 20TH APRIL | Today’s full-day optional
excursion will start with a visit to Trento, nestled in the
mountains, in a wide glacial valley known as the Adige
Valley. We will visit Castello del Buoncosiglio (extra).
The castle originated from a fortified building that was
erected in the 13th century next to the city’s walls. This
first building was called Castelvecchio (Old Castle). This
castle is composed of a series of buildings from different
eras, enclosed by a circle of walls in a slightly elevated
position above the town. We will then proceed to Toblino
lake. Later we will have the opportunity to do some wine
tasting (extra) in a local winery.
THURSDAY, 21ST APRIL | After checking-out of our
rooms, we will make our way to Linate airport for our
direct Air Malta flight departing at 3.40pm and arriving in
Malta at 5.30pm.
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in
Austrian Tyrol
FROM

€549

WHEN

14TH - 21ST APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Oberammergau, Pfunds,
Innsbruck, Merano, Lago di
Resia, Serfaus, Fiss, Ladis,
Samnaum, Kaunertal, Seefeld,
Garmisch Partenkirchen,
Lake Eibsee and Livigno
u Air Malta return flight to Munich Airport
u7

nights in 4-star Hotel Tyrol in
Pfunds or similar
u All rooms with private
facilities & TV
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Free excursion to Oberammergau
u Welcome drink
u Tyrolean evening
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | We will meet our tour
leader at 6.15am for our Air Malta flight departing to
Munich at 8.45am and arriving at 11.05am. On arrival,
we shall start our drive towards Oberammergau
in Bavaria, Germany. This town is famous for its
production of the Passion Play ever since the 17th
century. Also, it is renowned for the talented local
woodcarvers, the attractive fresco paintings and
their characteristic decorations. There will be time for
lunch (extra) and also some free time for personal
sightseeing is given. Later, we will proceed towards
Pfunds to check-in at our 4-star Hotel Tyrol.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board (7 meals) 		

SPECIAL PRICE

€649
€699
€769
€539
€99

€549
€599
€669
€439

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Swarovski/Innsbruck
Merano/Lago di Resia
Serfaus/Ladis/Fiss
Samnaun/Kaunertal
Seefeld/Garmisch Partenkirchen/Lake
Eibsee
Livingo

€41
€49
€35
€48

€21
€25
€18
€24

€44
€49

€22
€25

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €1.70 per person per night (from 16 years upwards)
is to be paid directly at the hotel
Swarovski Crystal World €17.00 per adult/€7.50 per child
Serfaus cable-car €18.50 per adult/€15.00 per child
Latteria di Livigno €5.00 per person
Lake Eibsee boat trip €12.00 per adult/children

in

FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | We board the coach for a
full-day optional excursion driving towards Innsbruck,
capital of Tyrol. Our first stop will be at the worldfamous Swarovski Crystal World (extra), where we
can enjoy a dazzling tour of this fantastic place. Later
we proceed to visit the old medieval town of Innsbruck.
A walking city tour will take us round the narrow streets
and pavement cafes. We see the Golden Roof, the
Hofburg Palace and Maria Theresien Strasse, a
main shopping street, full of historic architecture and
sightseeing paradise.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Today, our optional fullday excursion will take us across the Italian borders
passing through the Dolomite region to Merano, which
was the old capital of the Tyrolean region. Our trip
passes through wonderful mountain scenery till we
reach this Italian medieval town, centred on Gothic Via
dei Portici. On our way, we will make a short stop at
Lago di Resia on the Reschen Pass.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | This morning can be spent
at leisure by joining the tour leader for a walk around
Pfunds; roaming around the serene streets with
decorated houses, dwarfed by pine clad mountains
rising steeply into an unspoilt countryside. We will have
time to hear Mass. Late in the morning; we will go on
an optional half-day excursion to visit the picturesque

villages of Serfaus, Fiss and Ladis. In Serfaus, we will
have time to go on the mountain by cable car (extra).
Later, we will drive to Ladis, passing through Fiss. We
will stop in Ladis and walk around Lake Landerer and
look at Laudegg Castle dominating the lake.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | Today’s full-day optional
excursion will take us first to Samnaum, where we
can do some value for money shopping in this dutyfree zone in Switzerland. Later, we shall proceed to
Kaunertal. The breathtaking natural beauty of the high
Alps is revealed in all its glory and you will be impressed
by the magnificence of the Alpine landscape. Our last
stop will be a visit to the old Roman road Via Claudia.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | A totally different full-day
optional excursion takes us to three localities set
amongst the Alps. Our first stop will be in Tyrolean
Seefeld, a peaceful village on the plateau surrounded
by mountains. We will, later, cross into the Bavarian
town of Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany’s largest
alpine ski resort and also a playground for cyclists,
hikers and mountain climbers. Our last stop shall be
in the lake Eibsee.
WEDNESDAY, 20TH APRIL | This morning, we
will leave Tyrol for a full-day optional excursion to
Livigno, the famous ski resort in the Alps, offering its
breathtaking views of nature and crisp fresh air. Livigno
is one of the largest and highest ski areas in the region
and a duty free resort. There is a wide choice of bars,
cafés and restaurants as well as a considerable
number of shops. On our return to the hotel, if we have
enough time, we shall stop in the Latteria de Livigno
(extra) where we can buy locally-produced cheese or
simply indulge in an ice-cream (extra), Italian-style!
THURSDAY, 21ST APRIL | We will have an early
departure to Munich airport for our Air Malta flight
departing at 12.10pm and arriving in Malta at 2.20pm.
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in
Black Forest
FROM

€529

WHEN

14TH - 21ST APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Schwenningen, Dorotheenhutte,
Strasbourg, Stuttgart,
Thyssenkrupp Tower, Triberg
Waterfalls, Furtwangen, Titisee,
Europa Theme Park, Colmar,
Freiburg, Mainau Island, Constance,
Schaffhausen & Rhine Falls
u Air

Malta return flights to Zurich
Airport
u 7 nights in 4-star Central Hotel in
Schwenningen or similar
u Rooms with private facilities, TV,
free Wi-Fi, tea and coffee making
facilities, mini-fridge & hairdryer
u Welcome drink
u Daily buffet hot and cold breakfast
u Free access to the fitness/sauna
u Free visits to Schaffhausen and
Rhine Falls
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund
THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | We meet at the airport at
11.50am for our Air Malta flight to Zurich (opportunity for
duty-free shopping) departing at 2.20pm arriving at
4.45pm. On arrival we are transferred to our 4-star
Central Hotel in Schwenningen, in Germany, for our stay
in the Black Forest region. The small, charming town of
Schwenningen, with its traditional buildings and town
square, is ideally situated to discover the highlights
of the area. After check-in, we will be treated with
a welcome drink and later join our tour leader for a
familiarisation walk.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Quad
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€629
€689
€719
€879
€549

€529
€589
€619
€779
€449

*Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
*There is a large variety of restaurants in the vicinity
of the hotel where one can choose from.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Dorotheenhutte/Strasbourg
Stuttgart/Thyssenkrupp Tower (ent extra)
Black Forest - Triberg/Furtwangen/Titisee
Europa Theme Park (ent extra)
Colmar/Freiburg
Constance/Mainau Island (ent extra)

€45
€45
€40
€36
€40
€43

€23
€23
€20
€18
€20
€22

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
Mercedes-Benz Museum - €10
Thyssenkrupp Tower - €9
Triberg Waterfalls - €4.50
Furtwangen Clock Museum - €7
Titisee boat ride - €7
Europa Theme Park - €55 per adult/children under 4 years free
Mainau Island - €12
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FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | On our first excursion, we
cross over to neighbouring France for an optional fullday excursion to Strasbourg. We drive through the
lovely countryside and on the way, we shall stop at
Dorotheenhutte’s glass paradise and its unique all-yearround Christmas shop. We then proceed to Strasbourg,
the site of the European Parliament and visit Petite
France and the old medieval town with its superb
cathedral and majestic buildings.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Today’s full day optional
excursion takes us to Stuttgart. Our short walking tour
will end in Palace Square, where we can see the Old
and New Palaces. During our stay we will stroll along
the 1100m long pedestrian Konigstrasse, a shopping
paradise packed with various shops for any taste. One
may opt to visit on his own the Mercedes-Benz Museum
(extra) which takes you through a journey of more than
130 years of fascinating automotive history and on into
the future. Arrangements will be done by the tour lader
for those interested to visit the museum on their own. In
the afternoon, we drive to climb up the 246-metre high,
Thyssenkrupp Tower (extra) in Rotweil. From its high
observation platform one can admire the beautiful view
of the Black Forest.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | A full day optional excursion to
the Black Forest core awaits us to take us on a pleasant
drive through endless paths amongst the forest trees.
We start by visiting Triberg Waterfalls (extra) and walk
down the side path to see one of Germany’s highest
waterfalls. After we experience this fascinating natural
attraction with seven cascades of roaring dropping
water, we proceed to see the world’s largest cuckoo
clock in Clock Park Eble. This will be followed by a
visit to Furtwangen Clock Museum (extra), where the

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

guide will show us the greatest collection of the branded
articles and the mechanical musical instruments which
will be put in motion for us. We later head towards the
village of Titisee with its lake, situated 858m above sea
level between wooded slopes of the forest. If the boats
will be in operation, we will take a boat ride (extra) on this
emerald, green lake.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | It is highly suggested that on
this day we take an optional full-day excursion to visit
Europa Theme Park (extra) and indulge ourselves in the
Easter atmosphere. The park guarantees a lot of fun for
ALL ages with 15 European-themed areas offering
over 100 excellent range of attractions pre-paid with
the entrance ticket. We will attend various shows like
those on ice, horsemen, musicals, 4-D, train rides and
many more, all suitable for children. For those more
adventurous one can experience different exciting
spinning high roller coasters, Fjord rafting and water
splash rides. All this will make our day a special one.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | Today’s full day optional
excursion will take us once more to France stopping
in Colmar, known also as ‘Little Venice of Alsace’. We
admire the half-timbered houses and peaceful canals
while walking through the cobbled streets. We drive
back to Germany stopping in Freiburg, the capital
of the Black Forest Region. Here we visit the Gothic
Cathedral dominating the square and stroll around the
14th century buildings and pedestrian area where one
can do some shopping.
WEDNESDAY, 20TH APRIL | Our full day optional
excursion first takes us to the botanical Island of Mainau
(extra) known for its splendour of flowers, children’s
park, pony rides, petting zoo and its main attraction:
the Butterfly House. Early in the afternoon, we head
to Constance situated on the famous Lake Constance,
bordering Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
THURSDAY, 21ST APRIL | We check- out of our rooms
and spend some time at leisure before leaving to Zurich
Airport. On our way, we shall stop in Schaffhausen with
its fine Renaissance era buildings and later proceed to
admire the magnificent Rhine Falls. Later we proceed to
Zurich airport for our return Air Malta flight departing at
5.40pm and arriving in Malta at 7.50pm.
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EASTER WEEK LONG TOURS

Easter in
Macedonia
FROM

€499

WHEN

14TH - 21ST APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Ohrid, Struga
Vevcani Springs
Bitola, Movrovo
Skopje, Mount Vodno
Matka Canyon
u Wizz Air

direct flights to Skopje Airport
including including 10kg hand luggage
and 20kg checked-in luggage
u 4 nights in 4-star Hotel Su
in Ohrid or similar
u 3 nights in 4-star Hotel Next Door Park
in Skopje or similar
u Rooms with private facilities & TV
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Free visit to Movrovo & Panoramic
u City Tour in Skopje
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund

THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | We meet at 12.30pm for
Our Air Malta flight to Skopje departing at 3.05pm. On
arrival at 4.45pm, we are transferred to our hotel in
Lake Ohrid and check in.
FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | We will start off with an
optional full-day sightseeing tour of Ohrid, one of the
most beautiful Macedonian cities, famous for its Lake.
Similarly, there are only a few lakes in the world today
whose antiquity can be compared with Lake Ohrid.
We will have the possibility to see Samoilo Fortress
which is located at the top of Ohrid Hill, the Ancient
Theatre, the Church of St. Bogorodica Perivlrptos, the
Plaosnik and also the Gallery of Icons. We will have
the opportunity to take a boat ride on Ohrid Lake and
visit the Monastery of St. Naum.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board (6 meals)		

SPECIAL PRICE

€599
€639
€779
€499
€55

€499
€539
€679
€399

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Ohrid
Struga/Vevcani Springs (including lunch)
Bitola (including traditional Balkan Dinner
Skopje
Matka Canyon/“Vrelo” (including
wine tour)

€39
€59
€59
€35

€25
€39
€39
€18

€59

€39

in

SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | We have another optional
half-day excursion, stopping first in Struga, the city of
poetry situated on the River Drim. We will walk along
the riverbanks until we reach the main shopping
street – The Turkish Bazaar. We will then visit the
memorial house of the Miladinov brothers. Then we
make another stop at Vevcani where we can admire
the biggest nature springs in this village. We will also
enjoy some lunch in a traditional restaurant.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | We start off with an optional
full-day excursion taking us to Bitola. Here we will
enjoy a sightseeing tour of the archaeological site
Heraklea - the most beautiful roman and early
Christian Centre in Macedonia, with its mosaic flours
and marble statues. We will then make our way
towards Bitola’s main pedestrian street and enjoy free
time. In the evening, we will have the opportunity to
enjoy a traditional Balkan Night with traditional music
folklore dance and traditional food.

MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | After Breakfast, we will
check-out of our rooms and make our way to
Mavrovo. We will see a panoramic view of Mavrovo
National Park, which represents one of the most
attractive tourist centres in Macedonia. We will visit
the Monastery of Sveti Jovan Bigorski (St. John
the Baptist). We will then continue to Skopje with a
panoramic tour, after which we will proceed to our
Hotel in Skopje and check-in.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | This morning, our half-day
optional excursions will enable us to get acquainted
with Skopje. We will first visit the Mountain of Vodno
where we will climb the mountain to admire the
spectacular views towards the capital of Republic of
Macedonia, Skopje. We will then visit the old railway
station, the stone bridge, the Church of St. Spas (Holy
Salvation), and the Fortress Kale. We will then have
some free time to enjoy the city.
WEDNESDAY, 20TH APRIL | Today’s optional fullday excursion takes us to the Canyon of the river
Treska – Matka. We will walk through the Canyon and
visit the Church of St. Andrea. We will take a boat ride
to the cave “Vrelo” which is rich with stalactites and
stalagmites. We will proceed to a wine tour in Kamnik
Chateau Winery which enables us to try out some
special wines. We will then end our day by visiting
the largest shopping centre in the Balkan, the East
Gate Mall.
THURSDAY, 21ST APRIL | After Breakfast, we will
check-out of our rooms and make our way to Skopje
airport for our Wizz Air flight departing at 12.45pm
and arriving in Malta at 2.30pm.

SPRING/EASTER BROCHURE 2022
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RELIGIOUS TOURS

Easter in
Fatima
FROM

€519

WHEN

12TH - 19TH APRIL
(15th April is a Public Holiday)

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Fatima, Batalha,
Alcobaca, Nazare,
Lisbon, Valinhos, Aljustrel,
Oporto, Coimbra,
Tomar and Mira d’Aire Caves.
u Ryanair

return flights to Lisbon
including 10kg hand luggage and
20kg checked-in luggage
u 7 nights in 4-star Hotel Santa Maria
or similar
u Rooms with A/C, satellite TV
and services
u 6 buffet breakfasts and 1 packed
breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Services of spiritual director
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund

TUESDAY, 12TH APRIL | We meet our tour leader at
the Airport at 9.45am. At 12.20pm our Ryanair flight
departs to Lisbon, where on arrival at 2.45pm we will
be transferred to our central hotel in Fatima.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board (7 dinners)

SPECIAL PRICE

€619
€659
€799
€449
€99

€519
€569
€699
€349

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.

30

WEDNESDAY, 13TH APRIL | Breakfast will be
followed by a familiarization walk with the tour leader.
The small village of Fatima has been permanently
associated with the reputed Marian apparitions to
the three shepherd children, Lucia, Jacinta and
Francisco. Among other places, we visit the Perpetual
Adoration Chapel, the Chapel of Apparitions, the
Basilica and other places of interest in connection
with Our Lady of Fatima. In the afternoon, we board
our coach and go on an optional half-day excursion
to Batalha, Alcobaca and Nazare. We make our way
to Batalha to see the Gothic Cathedral. Some free
time before we continue our way to Alcobaca to visit
the monastery. Afterwards we proceed to Nazare, the
sea side and fishing resort on the Atlantic coast. On
returning to Fatima, free time.

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE

THURSDAY, 14TH APRIL | After breakfast we join
the tour leader for an optional full-day excursion to
Lisbon, the capital city of Portugal. (During part of this
excursion, the group will be accompanied by a local
English-speaking guide). We will see the monument
dedicated to Henry the Navigator, the Belem Tower,
the Moorish Citadel and the Black Horse Square.
In the afternoon, we go to Alfama with its streets
decorated with beautiful tiles. We have some free
time for personal sightseeing and shopping before
we make our way back to Fatima.

Mini Train - €6.00
Templar Knights Monastry - €6.00
Mira d’Aire Caves - €6.40
Wax Museum - €6.20

FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL | After breakfast, by means
of a mini train (extra), we visit Valinhos where we
follow the Stations of the Cross. Afterwards we go to
Aljustrel to visit the houses where the three shepherd

EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Batalha/Alcobaca/Nazare
Lisbon
Oporto
Coimbra
Tomar/Mira d’Aire Caves

€30
€47
€45
€30
€30

€15
€24
€23
€15
€15

SPRING/EASTER BROCHURE 2022
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children Lucia, Jacinta and Francisco used to live. At
3.00pm we join in the Commemoration of the Lord’s
Passion at the Basilica of the Most Holy Trinity.
SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL | Today, after breakfast,
we offer you an opportunity to travel towards the
north of Portugal on our optional full-day excursion
to Oporto, one of the largest and most important
commercial cities in Portugal. (During part of this
excursion, the group will be accompanied by a local
English-speaking guide.) We shall visit the pedestrian
shopping area and other interesting places.
SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL | Breakfast, and after we
participate in the Easter International Mass. In the
afternoon we go on a half-day optional excursion to
Coimbra. Sister Lucia used to live in the Carmelite
Convent in Coimbra. Here we will also see the local
historical University. At 9.30pm we take part in the
International Rosary Celebration at the Chapel of
Apparitions and afterwards in the Candle Light
Procession which is held in the Square.
MONDAY, 18TH APRIL | Breakfast followed by a
half-day optional excursion to Tomar and the caves of
Mira d’Aire. On arriving at the top of a hill overlooking
Tomar, we visit the Templars Monastery (entrance
extra). From here we have a very beautiful panoramic
view of picturesque Tomar. We proceed to the caves
at Mira d’Aire for a guided tour of these spectacular
caves and the fantastic show of the dancing waters
(entrance extra). On returning to Fatima, we will visit
the Wax Museum (entrance extra) and a Port Wine
Cellar.
TUESDAY, 19TH APRIL | We depart very early for
Lisbon Airport. Our Ryanair flight departs at 7.45am
and arrives in Malta at 11.55am.
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RELIGIOUS TOURS

Fatima
FROM

€519

WHEN

7TH - 14TH MAY

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

CELEBRATING
THE FIRST
APPARITION
OF OUR LADY

Fatima, Batalha, Alcobaca,
Nazare, Lisbon, Tomar,
Mira d’Aire Caves, Oporto,
Valinhos, Aljustrel and Coimbra
u Ryanair

return flights to Lisbon
Airport including 10kg hand luggage
and 20kg checked-in luggage
u 7 nights in 4-star Hotel Sao
Jose or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
TV & A/C
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Services of spiritual director
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board (6 dinners and 1 lunch)

SPECIAL PRICE

€619
€659
€799
€449
€99

€519
€569
€699
€349

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Batalha/Alcobaca/Nazare
Lisbon
Oporto
Coimbra
Tomar/Mira d’Aire Caves

€30
€47
€45
€30
€30

€15
€24
€23
€15
€15

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
Mini Train - €6.00
Templar Knights Monastry - €6.00
Mira d’Aire Caves - €6.40
Wax Museum - €6.20
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SATURDAY, 7TH MAY | We meet our tour leader
at the Airport at 6.00pm. At 8.30pm our Ryanair flight
departs to Lisbon, where on arrival at 10.55pm, we
will be transferred to our central hotel in Fatima.

Cellar. At 9.30pm we take part in the International
Rosary Celebration at the Chapel of Apparitions and
afterwards in the Candle Light Procession which is
held in the Square.

SUNDAY, 8TH MAY | Breakfast will be followed by
a familiarization walk with the tour leader. The small
village of Fatima has been permanently associated
with the reputed Marian apparitions to the three
shepherd children, Lucia, Jacinta and Francisco.
Amongst other places, we visit the Perpetual
Adoration Chapel, the Chapel of Apparitions, the
Basilica and other places of interest in connection
with Our Lady of Fatima. We will have the opportunity
for a group photo. In the afternoon, we go on an
optional half-day excursion to Batalha, Alcobaca
and Nazare. We make our way to Batalha to see
the Gothic Cathedral. Some free time before we
continue our way to Alcobaca to visit the monastery.
Afterwards, we proceed to Nazare, the sea side and
fishing resort on the Atlantic coast.

WEDNESDAY, 11TH MAY | Today, after breakfast,
we offer you an opportunity to travel towards the
north of Portugal on our optional full-day excursion
to Oporto, one of the largest and most important
commercial cities in Portugal. (During part of this
excursion, the group will be accompanied by a local
English-speaking guide.) We shall visit the pedestrian
shopping area and other interesting places.

MONDAY, 9TH MAY | After breakfast, we join the
tour leader for a full-day optional excursion to Lisbon,
the capital city of Portugal. (During part of this
excursion, the group will be accompanied by a local
English-speaking guide.) We will see the monument
dedicated to Henry the Navigator, the Belem Tower,
the Moorish Citadel and the Black Horse Square.
In the afternoon, we go to Alfama with its streets
decorated with beautiful tiles. We have some free
time for personal sightseeing and shopping before
we make our way back to Fatima.
TUESDAY, 10TH MAY | Breakfast followed by a halfday optional excursion to Tomar and the caves of
Mira d’Aire. On arriving at the top of a hill overlooking
Tomar, we visit the Templars Monastery (entrance
extra). From here, we have a very beautiful panoramic
view of picturesque Tomar. We proceed to the caves
at Mira d’Aire for a guided tour of these spectacular
caves and the fantastic show of the dancing waters
(entrance extra). On returning to Fatima, we can visit
the Wax Museum (entrance extra) and a Port Wine

THURSDAY, 12TH MAY | Today, we join the religious
functions attended by thousands of pilgrims marking
the 12th and 13th day of the month. On the 13th day
of six consecutive months in 1917 beginning on May
13, Our Lady appeared to the shepherd children,
during which they related that the apparition called
herself the “Lady of the Rosary”. By means of a mini
train (extra), we visit Valinhos, where we follow the
Stations of the Cross near the little chapel. Afterwards
we go to Aljustrel to visit the houses where the three
shepherd children Lucia, Jacinta and Francisco used
to live. In the evening, we participate in the procession
Aux Flambeaux on the main square in front of the
Sanctuary of Our Lady of Fatima.
FRIDAY, 13TH MAY | The highlight of today’s
programme is when we join pilgrims from around the
world and participate in the International Mass during
which there will be the blessing of the sick and the
farewell procession, a loving Adeus farewell to the
statue of Our Lady of the Rosary. In the afternoon,
we board our coach and go on a half-day optional
excursion to Coimbra. Sister Lucia used to live in the
Carmelite Convent in Coimbra. Here we will see the
University.
SATURDAY, 14TH MAY | Breakfast, and free time
until departure from Fatima to Lisbon Airport. Our
Ryanair flight departs from Lisbon at 4.00pm and
arrives in Malta at 8.05pm.
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RELIGIOUS TOURS

L-Għid
f'Lourdes
MINN

€567

META

14 - 19 TA’ APRIL
(15 ta’ April hi Festa Pubblika)
Lourdes
St Jean de Luz
Col d’Ibardin
Pont d’Espagne
Grotot ta’ Betherram

INŻURU

PREZZ
JINKLUDI

u Titjirijiet

mar-Ryanair Malta/Lourdes/
Toulouse/Malta jinkludu bagalja ta'
10kg (hand luggage)
u Coach transfers: ajruport/lukanda/
ajruport
u Akkommodazzjoni fil-Lukanda Lys
de Marie 3-star superior jew simili
u 5 kolazzjonijiet/5 pranzi/5 ċeni
u Kmamar kollha bis-servizzi privati
u Servizz ta’ tour leader
u Servizz ta’ direttur spiritwali
u It-taxxi tal-ajruporti u
s-service charge
u Insolvency fund

PREZZ KULL PERSUNA
Adult f’kamra trippla
Adult f’kamra doppja
Adult f’kamra singola
Tfal (2 sa 5 snin) ma’ zewg adulti
Tfal (6 sa 10 snin) ma’ zewg adulti
ESKURZJONIJIET
St Jean de Luz /Col d’Ibardin
Pont d’Espagne
Grotot ta’ Betherram

IL-ĦAMIS, 14 TA’ APRIL (ĦAMIS IX-XIRKA) | Ilgrupp jiltaqa’ l-ajruport fil-4.40am minn fejn fis7.10am permezz ta’ titjira diretta tar-Ryanair nitilqu
għal Lourdes u naslu fid-9.40am. Hemmhekk insibu
coach li teħodna għal Lukanda Lys De Marie (3-star
superior) jew simili. Hekk kif naslu l-Lukanda jkollna
s-sistemazzjoni tal-kmamar. Pranzu, u wara jkun
hemm ftit ħin għall-mistrieħ. Nibdew il-mawra tagħna
f’Lourdes bi żjara fil-Grotta ta’ Massabielle, fejn ilMadonna dehret lil Santa Bernadette Soubirous. Cena
fil-Lukanda u fid-8.30pm nieħdu sehem fil-funzjoni ta’
Ħamis ix-Xirka li ssir fil-Bażilika San Piju X.

€567
€577
€677
€399
€429
ADULTI

TFAL

€39
€29
€35

€20
€15
€18

MHUX INKLUZ
Is-City Tax ta’ Lourdes ta’ €1.50 kuljum titħallas direttament
lill-Lukanda, minn kull persuna minn 18 il-sena ‘l fuq.
Id-donazzjoni lis-Santwarju: €5 kull persuna. Din tinġabar
mit-Tour Leader f’Lourdes.
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IL-ĠIMGĦA, 15 TA’ APRIL (IL-ĠIMGĦA L-KBIRA)
| Wara l-kolazzjon immorru s-Santwarju fejn nieħdu
ritratt ta’ tifkira quddiem il-Bażiliki u mmorru naraw
DVD dwar il-Messaġġ ta’ Lourdes. Inkomplu bilprogramm billi nagħmlu l-mixja tal-Via Crucis fuq
l-għolja de l’Espeluges. Pranzu u wara fit-3.00pm
nattendu għall-funzjoni tal-Ġimgħa l-Kbira fil-Bażilika
San Piju X. Ċena u fit 8.30pm nieħdu sehem, bħala
grupp, fil-Via Sagra Internazzjonali.
IS-SIBT, 16 TA’ APRIL (SIBT IL-GĦID) | Kolazzjon u
wara jkollna optional excursion ta’ jum għal St Jean
de Luz u Col d’Ibardin. F’St Jean de Luz, li hija belt
kosmopolitana u medjovali b’influwenza Spanjola,
inżuru ċ-ċentru storiku u x-xtajta kbira tal-post.
Imbagħad immorru Col d’Ibardin minn fejn naraw
veduti mill-isbaħ u fejn inkunu nistgħu nagħmlu xi
xiri. Nirritornaw lura l-lukanda għaċ-ċena. Fit-8.30pm
nattendu għall-funzjoni tal-Viġilja tal-Għid li ssir filBażilika San Piju X.
IL-ĦADD, 17 TA’ APRIL (ĦADD IL-GĦID) | Kolazzjon u
fid-9.30am nieħdu sehem fil-Quddiesa Internazzjonali
Solenni tal-Għid li ssir fil-Bażilika San Piju X. Din hi
esperjenza unika u xeni mpressjonanti ta’ devozzjoni.
Pranzu u optional excursion għal Pont d’Espagne

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

li jifforma parti mill-Park Nazzjonali tal-Pyrenees.
Eskurzjoni fuq il-muntanji fejn nitpaxxew b’xenarju
mill-isbaħ u naraw ħafna kaskati meraviljużi bl-ilma
nieżel b’veloċità kbira. Dan il-post huwa popolari ħafna
ma’ dawk li jħobbu jmorru 'mountain climbing'. Ċena
fil-lukanda. Fit-8.30pm nieħdu sehem bħala grupp filPurċissjoni Aux Flambeaux.
IT-TNEJN, 18 TA’ APRIL | Wara l-kolazzjon ikollna
ċ-ċelebrazzjoni tal-Quddiesa f’waħda mill-Knejjes/
Kappelli li hemm fis-Santwarju. Inkomplu bil-programm
billi naraw u fejn ikun possibili nżuru diversi postijiet ta’
interess konnessi ma’ Santa Bernadette, fosthom
il-Mithna Boly (fejn twieldet u għexet sakemm kellha
10 snin), il-Cachot (kamra f’ħabs abbandunat fejn
għexet, flimkien mal-familja, matul id-dehriet) u l-Knisja
Parrokkjali li hija ddedikata lill-Qalb Imqaddsa ta’ Ġesu
(fejn tgħammdet). Pranzu u optional excursion għallGrotot meraviljuzi ta’ Betherram (entratura inkluża).
Din hija esperjenza unika li m’għandhiex tintilef. Dawn
il-grotot huma meqjusa bħala wħud mill-isbaħ taddinja u definitivament l-iżjed interessanti minħabba
l-varjazzjoni kbira ta’ forom li fihom. Wara ċ-ċena,
jkollna ħin liberu.
IT-TLIETA, 19 TA’ APRIL | Kolazzjon, ċelebrazzjoni
tal-Quddiesa u wara ħin liberu li matulu tkun tista’ ssir laħħar żjara fil-Grotta. Hekk kif nispiċċaw mill-pranzu
nippreparaw biex nitilqu mil-Lukanda għall-ajruport
ta’ Toulouse. It-titjira tar-Ryanair titlaq għal Malta fis7.00pm fejn tasal fid-9.15pm.
Nota: Jista’ jkun hemm xi tibdil fil-programm
taċ-celebrazzjonijiet tal-Ġimgħa Imqaddsa
minħabba li meta ġie ppreparat dan il-programm
kien għadu ma ġiex ippubblikat il-programm uffiċjali
tas-Santwarju ta’ Lourdes.
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OTHER DATES

Lake Bled
Slovenia
FROM

€439

WHEN

27TH APRIL - 2ND MAY

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Bled, Bohinj, Mount Vogel,
Kranjska Gora, Pyramidenkogel,
Tarvisio, Lago di Fusine,
Monte Lussari, Postonja Caves,
and Predjama Castle
u Air

Malta return direct flights
to Ljubljana Airport including 20kg
luggage and 10kg hand luggage
u 5 nights in 4-star Hotel Park or
similar in Lake Bled
u Rooms with private facilities,
central heating & TV
u Daily breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Half Board (5 dinners)

SPECIAL PRICE

€539
€739
€100

€489
€689

* Special Price applies when all excursions and half board
are taken.
EXCURSIONS
Lake Bled
Ljubljana
Kranjska Gora
Klagenfurt/Pyramidenkogel
Tarvisio/Lago di Fusine
Predjama Castle/Postojna Caves

ADULT

CHILD

€38
€38
€40
€45
€38
€35

€19
€19
€20
€23
€19
€18

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €3.13 per person per night is to be paid directly
at the hotel
Bled Castle €13 Adults/€8 Children
Predjama Castle and Postojna Caves €30.80 Adults/€20 Children
Pyramidenkogel €14/€6.50 Children
Boat Ride Llubljana €8 Adults/€4 Children
Cable car Mount Vogel €21 Adults/€13 Children
Cable car Monte Lussari €14 Adults/€7 Children
Early check-in and breakfast €58 per person (twin)/€98 (single)

WEDNESDAY, 27TH APRIL | We will meet at the
airport at 1.00am for our Air Malta direct flight to
Ljubljana departing at 3.30am. On arrival at 5.30am,
we have the opportunity to check-in early and have
breakfast (extra). Afterwards, optional half-day
excursion to explore the town of Bled, known as the
Pearl of the Slovenian Alpine region due to its emeraldgreen Lake. We shall visit Bled Castle (entrance extra)
and admire the precious Lake view from up there. We
will then proceed to Bohinj, to visit a breathtaking Lake
known as the largest glacier lake in Slovenia, situated
in the region of the Julian Alps. After, we will proceed
to Mount Vogel where we will have the opportunity to
take a cable car up to Mount Vogel (extra and weather
permitting) and admire the stupendous view till we
reach the summit and breathe fresh air on the top of
the Mount.
THURSDAY, 28TH APRIL | This morning we shall
go on an optional full-day excursion to Ljubljana,
the capital city of Slovenia. This friendly city has a
baroque section of the old town, with narrow, cobbled
streets nestled between the castle slopes and the
river Ljubljanica. Particular highlights of the old town
include the Cathedral of St. Nikolai, City Hall, and the
three bridges. We will begin with a panoramic city tour
followed by a walking tour, after which, we will have
some free time where one can either take a boat ride
(extra and weather permitting) on the River Ljubljanica
or enjoy some shopping.
FRIDAY, 29TH APRIL | Our full-day optional excursion
today takes us to Kranjska Gora. Set near the borders
with Austria and Italy, this winter and summer resort
touches Triglav National Park. We will walk around this
small but quality village and enjoy beautiful scenery
surrounding. We can also take the cable chairs up to
the mountain (extra and weather permitting). We will
then make a stop at Lake Jasna with high mountain
peaks as a dramatic backdrop.

on an optional full-day excursion to Austria. We will first
visit Klagenfurt, the capital city of the southern Austrian
province of Carinthia Particular highlights include the
Klagenfurt Cathedral and the square, Neuer Platz. We
will later drive to the popular Pyramidenkogel (entrance
extra), a wooden-steel structure overlooking Lake
Worthersee. With a total height of 100 meters, the
Pyramidenkogel is the highest observation tower in the
world offering a lookout platform to face the magnificent
landscapes which lie at your feet.
SUNDAY, 1ST MAY | This morning, we will go on a
full-day optional excursion crossing over to Italy driving
towards Tarvisio in the Friulian region, a town known
for its leather goods. We shall proceed to the foot of
Monte Lussari where we can take a cable car (extra
and weather permitting). Monte Lussari is famous with
pilgrims due to the tradition related to the discovery of a
statue of the Virgin Mary with Baby Jesus. We will make
our final stop for the day near Lago di Fusine. We will
have a relaxing afternoon around the two famous Italian
Lakes, Lago Inferiore and Lago Superiore. These
places transmit a feeling of serenity that immediately
allows one to be with nature. The colours of the lakes
water vary from sapphire to turquoise.
MONDAY, 2ND MAY | Breakfast, and check-out from
our rooms (please advice your tour leader if you wish
to enquire regarding late check-out). We will proceed
to Postojna and Predjama. Postojna caves (entrance
extra) are amongst the largest in the world. They feature
24 kilometers of amazing stalactite and stalagmite
structures. An electric train will take us into the caves
and then a guide will walk us through the most dramatic
parts of the caves. We will also visit Predjama Castle
(entrance extra), a unique structure in Gothic style built
right in the mountains under a natural rocky arch. We
will return back to our hotel and then make our way to
Ljubljana airport for our flight departing at 11.40pm and
arriving in Malta at 1.40am (early Tuesday, 3rd May).

SATURDAY, 30TH APRIL | This morning we shall go

in
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OTHER DATES

Kranjska Gora
Slovenia
FROM

€439

WHEN

27TH APRIL - 2ND MAY

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Tarvisio, Lago di Fusine, Crnava
Lake, Velesovo Valley, Bled,
Bohinj, Skocjan, Caves, Ljubljana,
Klagenfurt, Pyramidenkogel, Vrata
Valley and Pericnik Waterfalls
u Air

Malta return direct flights
to Ljubljana Airport including 20kg
luggage and 10kg hand luggage
u 5 nights in 4-star Hotel Ramada
Hotel & Suites in Kranjska Gora
or similar
u Rooms with private facilities & TV
u Early check-in, breakfast on arrival
and late check-out
u 4 buffet breakfasts
u The use of swimming pool in
Relaxation Center Kompas and
Aqua Larix
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes and service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board (6 dinners)

SPECIAL PRICE

€489
€539
€639
€429
€90

€439
€489
€589
€379

* Special Price applies when half board and all excursions are
taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Tarvisio/Lago di Fusine
Crnava Lake/Velesovo
Bled/Bohinj/Mt Vogel
Skocjan Caves/Ljubljana
Klagenfurt/Lake Worthersee
Vrata Valley/Pericnik Waterfalls

€37
€41
€41
€43
€45
€36

€19
€21
€21
€22
€23
€18

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €3.00 per person per day is to be paid directly
at the hotel
Bled Castle €13 Adult/€8 Children
Skocjan Caves €18 Adults/€9 Children
Pyramidenkogel €14 Adults/€8 Children
Boat Ride Llubljana €8 Adults/€4 Children
Cable car Mount Vogel €21 Adults/€13 Children
Cable car Monte Lussari €14 Adults/€7 Children
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WEDNESDAY, 27TH APRIL | We meet at the airport
at 1.00am for our Air Malta flight departing at 3.30am.
On arrival in Ljubljana Airport at 5.30am, we will be
transferred to Kranjska Gora and check-in at our hotel.
After, we will have some breakfast and go on a fullday optional excursion crossing over to Italy driving
towards Tarvisio in the Friulian region, a town known
for its leather goods. We shall proceed to the foot of
Monte Lussari where we can take a cable car (extra
and weather permitting). Monte Lussari is famous with
pilgrims due to the tradition related to the discovery of
a statue of the Virgin Mary with Baby Jesus. We will
make our final stop for the day near Lago di Fusine. We
will have a relaxing afternoon around the two famous
Italian Lakes, Lago Inferiore and Lago Superiore.
These places transmit a feeling of serenity that
immediately allows one to be with nature. The colours
of the lakes water vary from sapphire to turquoise.
THURSDAY, 28TH APRIL | Another full-day exciting
optional excursion awaits us! Our first stop will be
Crnava Lake, a very beautiful lake located in the
village of Preddvor, north of Kranj. We will have a
relaxing morning surrounded with picturesque nature,
and later we make our way to Velesovo Valley to visit
the church. The Velesovo Monastery, a Dominican
convent, was founded by the Patriarchate of Aquileia
in 1238, but was damaged in 1471 during an Ottoman
raid. The Baroque church of the monastery was
erected in the second half of the 18th century upon
the plans of the architect Candido Zulliani . It contains
the oldest Medieval statue in Slovenia, the Velesovo
Madonna, dated to ca. 1220. The statue is a painted
wooden Romanesque sculpture about half a meter
tall. For our last stop, we will visit Lesce home of the
Gorenjka Chocolate Factory.
FRIDAY, 29TH APRIL | Today, our optional full-day
excursion will take us to explore the town of Bled,
known as the pearl of the Slovenian Alpine region. We

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

will be visiting Bled Castle (entrance extra) and then
we shall proceed to Bohinj, the largest glacier lake in
Slovenia, situated in the region of the Julian Alps. We
will take a cable car (extra and weather permitting) up
to Mount Vogel and admire the stupendous view as we
reach the summit.
SATURDAY, 30TH APRIL | Our full-day optional
excursion today takes us to Skocjan Caves (entrance
extra). After exploring the Caves, we will make our
way towards Ljubljana, the capital city of Slovenia.
We will begin with a panoramic city tour followed by
a guided tour, after we will have some free time in the
city where one can either take a boat ride (extra and
weather permitting) on the River Ljubljanica or enjoy
some shopping.
SUNDAY, 1ST MAY | This morning we shall go on an
optional full-day excursion to Austria. We will first visit
Klagenfurt, the capital city of the southern Austrian
province of Carinthia. Particular highlights include the
Klagenfurt Cathedral and the square, Neuer Platz.
We will later drive to the popular Pyramidenkogel
(entrance extra), a wooden-steel structure overlooking
Lake Worthersee. With a total height of 100 meters,
the Pyramidenkogel is the highest observation tower
in the world offering a lookout platform to face the
magnificent landscapes which lie at your feet.
MONDAY, 2ND MAY | This morning, we will go on
a full-day excursion to Vrata Valley and the Pericnik
Waterfalls. We will first make a stop-over at Pericnik
Waterfalls. We will later continue towards Vrata,
where, after a short walk, we’ll come out of the forest
to a breathtaking view. This is definitely one of Triglav’s
most beautiful viewpoints. We will return back to our
hotel, check-out and enjoy our last dinner (extra). We
will then make our way to Ljubljana airport for our
Airmalta flight departing at 11.40pm and arriving in
Malta at 1.40am (early Tuesday 3rd May).
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OTHER DATES

Charming
Slovenia
FROM

€427

WHEN

27TH APRIL - 2ND MAY

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Ljubljana, Predjama Castle,
Postojna Caves,
Klagenfurt,
Pyramidenkogel, Lake Bled,
Bohinj, Mount Vogel,
Piran, Kranjska Gora and
Lago di Fusine,
u Air

Malta return direct flights
to Ljubljana Airport including 20kg
luggage and 10kg hand luggage
u 5 nights in hotel central City
u Hotel in Ljubljana
u Daily breakfast
u Rooms with private facilities,
Central heating & TV
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour leader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€477
€527
€667
€349

€427
€477
€617
€299

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Ljubljana
Predjama Castle/Postojna Caves
Klagenfurt/Pyramidenkogel
Lake Bled/Bled Castle
Piran/Koper
Kranjska Gora/Lake Jasna/Lago di Fusine

€20
€35
€45
€41
€44
€43

€10
€18
€23
€21
€22
€22

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €3.13 per person per night is to be paid directly
at the hotel
Bled Castle €13 Adults/€8 Children
Predjama Castle and Postojna Caves €30.80 Adults/€20 Children
Pyramidenkogel €14/ €6.50 Children
Boat Ride Llubljana €8 Adults/€4 Children
Cable car Mount Vogel €21 Adults/€13 Children
Early check-in and breakfast €34 per person (triple)/€37 per
person (twin)/€65 (single)/Child sharing free

in

WEDNESDAY, 27TH APRIL | We will meet at the
airport at 1.00am for our Air Malta direct flight to
Ljubljana departing at 3.30am. On arrival at 5.30am,
we will make our way towards Ljubljana. Here we
have the opportunity to check-in early and have
breakfast (extra). Afterwards, we can go on an
optional half-day excursion to explore in the town of
Ljubljana, the capital city of Slovenia. This friendly city
has a baroque section of the old town, with narrow,
cobbled streets nestled between the castle slopes and
the river Ljubljanica. Particular highlights of the old
town include the Cathedral of St Nikolai, City Hall, and
the three bridges. After the guided tour, we will have
some free time where one can either take a boat ride
(extra and weather permitting) on the River Ljubljanica
or enjoy some shopping.
THURSDAY, 28TH APRIL | Today our full-day
optional excursion takes us to Postojna and Predjama.
Postojna caves (entrance extra) are amongst the
largest in the world. They feature 24 kilometers of
amazing stalactite and stalagmite structures. An
electric train will take us into the caves and then a
guide will walk us through the most dramatic parts of
the caves. We will also visit Predjama Castle (entrance
extra), a unique structure in Gothic style built right in
the mountains under a natural rocky arch.
FRIDAY, 29TH APRIL | This morning we shall go on
an optional full-day excursion to Austria. We will first
visit Klagenfurt, the capital city of the southern Austrian
province of Carinthia. Particular highlights include the
Klagenfurt Cathedral and the square, Neuer Platz.
We will later drive to the popular Pyramidenkogel
(entrance extra), a wooden-steel structure overlooking
Lake Worthersee. With a total height of 100 meters,
the Pyramidenkogel is the highest observation tower
in the world offering a lookout platform to face the
magnificent landscapes which lie at your feet.
SATURDAY, 30TH APRIL | This morning, we will
proceed on a full-day optional excursion to explore
the town of Bled, known as the Pearl of the Slovenian
Alpine region due to its emerald-green Lake. We
shall visit Bled Castle (entrance extra) and admire

the precious Lake view from up there. We will then
proceed to Bohinj, to visit a breath-taking Lake known
as the largest glacier lake in Slovenia, situated in the
region of the Julian Alps. After which we will proceed
to Mount Vogel where we will have the opportunity to
take a cable car up to Mount Vogel (extra and weather
permitting) and admire the stupendous view till we
reach the summit and breathe fresh air on top of the
Mountain
SUNDAY, 1ST MAY | Another optional full-day
excursion takes us towards the Adriatic Coast! We will
first drive towards the oldest coastal town in Slovenia,
Piran, where we admire its charming Venetian
architecture whilst enjoying a walking tour. Piran is
renowned for the delicious fish dishes and one can
enjoy lunch (extra) in one of the various restaurants.
We will later proceed to Koper (known as Capodistria
for the Italians), famous for its intertwining streets,
squares, remnants of an ancient city wall and the
largest Cathedral in Slovenia.
MONDAY, 2ND MAY | Breakfast and check-out from
our room (please advice your tour leader if you wish to
enquire regarding late check-out). Our full-day optional
excursion today takes us to our first stop at Kranjska
Gora. Set near the borders with Austria and Italy, this
winter and summer resort touches Triglav National
Park. We will walk around this small but quality village
and enjoy beautiful scenery surrounding. We can
also take the cable chairs up to the mountain (extra
and weather permitting). Before heading to our next
destination, we will make a short stop at Lake Jasna
with high mountain peaks as a dramatic backdrop.
Later, we will cross over to Italy driving towards to
Lago di Fusine. We will have a relaxing afternoon
around the two famous Italian Lakes, Lago Inferiore
and Lago Superiore. These places transmit a feeling
of serenity that immediately allows one to be with
nature. The colours of the lakes water vary from
sapphire to turquoise. We will return back to our hotel,
pick up our luggage and make our way to Ljubljana
airport for our flight departing at 11.40pm and arriving
in Malta at 1.40am (early Tuesday 3rd May).
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OTHER DATES

Prague
Czech Republic
FROM

€499

WHEN

10TH - 17TH MAY

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Prague
Dresden
Konopiste Castle
Cesky Krumlov
Kutna Hora
Karlovy Vary
Terezin Concentration Camp
u Air Malta return flights to Prague Airport
u7

nights in 4-star Crystal Palace Hotel
in Prague or similar
u Rooms with private facilities,
u A/C, TV & Wi-Fi
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tour Leader
u Airport taxes and service charge
u Insolvency fund

TUESDAY, 10TH MAY | We will meet at the airport at
11.15am for our Airmalta flight departing at 1.50pm and
arriving in Prague at 4.20pm. We are transferred to our
4-star Hotel Crystal Palace in Prague. Check-in and
afterwards we will join the leader for a familiarization
walk.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€599
€629
€849
€449

€499
€529
€749
€349

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS
Prague City Tour
Dresden
Konopiste Castle
Cesky Krumlov
Kutna Hora
Karlovy Vary
Terezin Concentration Camp

ADULT

CHILD

€25
€45
€38
€45
€45
€45
€45

€15
€23
€20
€23
€23
€23
€33

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
City tax of €2 per person per night is to be paid directly at hotel
Konopiste Castle CZK340/€14.00 per adult CZK240/€9.50 per child
Cesky Krumlov Castle €XX
Kutna Hora – St. Barbara’s Cathedral/Ossuary CZK 150/€6.00 per
person/CZK100/€4.00 per person
Funicular Diana Tower €5
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WEDNESDAY, 11TH MAY | Breakfast, and later we
can join the leader for an optional half-day excursion
- a city tour of beautiful Prague. We will see interesting
places such as the Castle, the lovely Cathedral of St.
Vitus and walk along Charles’ Bridge - famous for its 30
statues. In the evening, one can stroll around the Old
Time Square and Wenceslas Square. The afternoon is
free to explore Prague or do some shopping.
THURSDAY, 12TH MAY | Our full-day optional
excursion takes us to Dresden in Germany, where
notable art treasures, architectural sights, and
charming landscapes merge to form a truly fascinating
city. We see the main attractions such as the Semper
Opera House and the Frauenkirche Lutheran Church
amongst others, and afterwards we have time for
shopping and personal sightseeing.
FRIDAY, 13TH MAY | Today, we will go on a halfday excursion to Konopiste Castle (entrance extra),
an impressive castle set in the beautiful Czech
countryside. The castle dates from the 13th Century.
It was built as a Gothic fortification in the style of a
French chateau. In the 17th century, parts of the castle
were remodelled in the Renaissance style, followed
by further alterations to the Baroque style in the 18th
century. Konopiste is surrounded by thick forest, so
throughout its existence, hunting was a popular pursuit
for the nobility staying there. We will return to Prague
in the afternoon where we will enjoy some free time.
SATURDAY, 14TH MAY | Today’s full-day optional
excursion takes us to the south of Bohemia, to Cesky

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

Krumlov, the most attractive historical town of the
Bohemian region. On our way to this town, we pass
through lovely scenery and villages. In Cesky Krumlov
we have time to visit the historic city centre and the
castle (extra) dominating the town.
SUNDAY, 15TH MAY | Breakfast, and then we can
join the leader for another half-day excursion to Kutna
Hora. It is one of the 12 places in Czech Republic
on UNESCO’s world heritage list but is most famous
for its remarkable ‘bone church’, a cemetery chapel
decorated with the bones of up to 40,000 people. The
historic centre of Kutna Hora is one of the country’s
prettiest and the gothic Cathedral of St. Barbara
(extra) is the country’s most spectacular. Once back
in Prague, one may stroll around the medieval streets
bursting with all kinds of shops or one may stop at
leisure in one of the several antique squares for a local
snack and a glass of Czech beer.
MONDAY, 16TH MAY | This morning we will go on an
optional full-day excursion to Karlovy Vary. The Czech
Republic’s most famed spa destination, Karlovy Vary,
saw 200 spa houses sprout by the 1500s. The springs
in the peaceful Tepla valley are said to cure metabolic
and gastric issues. Five beautiful Colonnades straddle
hot springs where visitors can sip the mineral rich
water. One can also visit the Diana tower by an antique
funicular (extra).
TUESDAY, 17TH MAY | Breakfast, and we check-out
of rooms. On our last half-day optional excursion, we
will visit Terezin concentration camp, contained within
the walls of the famed fortress Theresienstadt. Terezin,
originally a holiday resort reserved for Czech nobility,
was turned into a concentration camp during the World
War II. Later, we will make our way to Prague Airport
for our Air Malta flight departing at 5.10pm and arriving
in Malta at 7.40pm.
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OTHER DATES

Zell am See
Austria
FROM

€599

WHEN

18TH - 25TH MAY

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Munich, Zell am See, Sigmund-Thun
Gorge, Schmittenhohe Mountain,
Hallein Salt Mines, Mondsee,
St.Wolfgang, Kufstein, Kitzbuhel,
Krimmler Waterfalls, Grossglockner,
Berchtesgaden, Konigsee,
Salzburg & Hellbrunn Palace
u Air Malta return flights to Munich Airport
u7

nights in 4-star Hotel Zum
Hirschen in Zell Am See or similar
u Rooms with private facilities, TV,
hairdryer & safe
u Daily buffet breakfast
u Free visit to Munich
u Free access to the wellness area
& use of sauna
u Return airport transfers
u Services of tourleader
u Airport taxes & service charge
u Insolvency fund

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults

SPECIAL PRICE

€699		
€729		
€809		
€499		

€599
€629
€709
€399

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Sigmund-Thun Gorge
Hallein Salt Mines/Mondsee/St. Wolfgang
Kufstein/Kitzbuhel
Krimmler Waterfalls/Grossglockner
Berchtesgaden/Konigsee
Salzburg/Hellbrunn Palace

€45
€43
€43
€40
€42
€46

€23
€22
€22
€20
€21
€23

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
Sigmund-Thun Gorge €5.90 per adult/€3.00 per child
Schmittenhohe cable car €28 per adult/€15.50 per child
Hallein Salt Mines €27.00 per adult/€12.00 per child
Kufstein Fortress €11.50 per adult/€5.50 per child
Krimmler Waterfalls €5 per adult/€2.00 per child
Grossglockner funicular glacier €13.50 per adult/€7.00 per child
Hellbrunn Palace and grounds €XX per adult/€XX per child
Lake Kõnigssee boat ride €18.00 per adult/€10.00 per child

in

WEDNESDAY, 18TH MAY | We meet at the airport at
6.15am for our Airmalta flight departing at 8.45am. On
arrival in Munich Airport at 11.05am, our coach takes us
to the capital’s city centre where we can stroll around
Marienplatz with its majestic Town Hall. Free time for
personal lunch (extra), sightseeing and shopping. We
later make our way to our 4-star Hotel Zum Hirschen in
Zell am See. After check-in we can join our tour leader
for a familiarisation walk. During our week stay in Zell
am See we can see the Magic Laser, Water and Music
Show, a free attraction, accompanied by illuminations,
water jets and music which takes place on the lake in
front of Elizabeth Park every Tuesday, Thursday and
Sunday at 9.30pm.
THURSDAY, 19TH MAY | This morning we will go
on a half-day optional excursion to Sigmund-Thun
Gorge (extra). This spectacular natural phenomenon
waterfall was formed some 14,000 years ago when
a glacier melted and left behind a gorge 32 metres
deep into the ground. We walk along safe narrow rock
faces across wooden catwalks and bridges. We then
return back to Zell am See and continue to explore the
medieval centre, where most of it is traffic-free with a
variety of shops and attractive pavement cafés. Early
afternoon we board our coach for a short, free coach
trip to Schmittenhohe Mountain cable-car (extra). The
Schmittenhohe is Austria’s most beautiful panoramic
mountain. From here, we will have a spectacular view
of more than 30 mountain peaks ranging up to 3000
metres. Later we have a short walk back to Zell am
See centre.
FRIDAY, 20TH MAY | Today our full day optional
excursion first takes us to the Hallein Salt-Mines
(extra), the oldest mines in the world. Together with
the local guide, we hop aboard the mine train for a
fun-filled ride into the centre of the mountain. Our next
stop is in Mondsee, a typical quaint Austrian village
on the banks of Lake Mondsee and with the lovely
St. Michael’s Basilica, used for the wedding scene in
the famous movie “The Sound of Music” as its centre.
Later, we go to the historic spa town of St Wolfgang,
one of the prettiest villages in the Salzkammergut,
first mentioned in the year 976. While in this scenic
town, we wander around winding streets and relax in
squares fringed with historic buildings.
SATURDAY, 21ST MAY | We go on our full day
optional excursion today heading to the Austrian Tyrol.
Our first stop is in Kufstein, second largest city in Tyrol
after Innsbruck. We stroll around this town by the lush
banks of the River Inn, admire the colourful house
facades and the impressive Romerhofgasse. We visit
Kufstein Fortress (extra) the landmark which enthrones
on its elevated position in the centre of the town. In the

afternoon, we head to the small sophisticated town of
Kitzbuhel with its cobbled streets, upmarket shops,
cafes and colourful frescoed shops.
SUNDAY, 22ND MAY | We board our coach for a fullday optional excursion heading towards the Krimmler
Waterfalls (extra). This fantastic attraction cascade,
plunges down 381m in three steps of fall. After the
falls, the water joins the River Salzach, which flows to
the River Inn, then into the River Danube and finally
to the Black Sea. We then proceed to the Alps on a
fascinating trip reaching the high mountains and the
mighty Grossglockner. What was once reserved
for experienced mountaineers only, has been an
experience for young and old since the construction
of the Grossglockner High Alpine Road in 1935, which
enjoys unbroken enthusiasm and fascination. The
48 kilometres mountain road blends harmoniously
into the landscape and offers a unique mountain
experience and pleasure. At the end of this panoramic
trip on can take the funicular (extra) and go down to
the glacier, the Pasterze.
MONDAY, 23RD MAY | For our full-day optional
excursion today, we head to the German region of
Bavaria. Our first stop will be in Berchtesgaden,
a picturesque, historical little mountain town. This
picturesque locality is full of great sights which surely
makes this an enjoyable stop. We will later proceed to
Lake Kõnigssee, where we can enjoy some amazing
views of the mountains overlooking the lake. We have
time for lunch (extra) and to go for a walk around
the shore, or may even go for a boat ride (extra) on
Germany’s most beautiful Alpine Lake taking us to St
Bartholomea peninsula and back. The silent electric
boat navigates right past the vertical mountain walls
in the emerald fjord lake, where every minute of the
journey is relaxing and breathtaking.
TUESDAY, 24TH MAY | Today, we have our last
optional full-day excursion to the internationally
renowned city of Salzburg, with one of the best
preserved city centres in Europe. On arrival, we enter
Mirabel Gardens and later, walk over Makarsteg Bridge
towards the city’s historic centre where we shall see
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s birthplace, St. Peter’s
Abbey and the cemetery, made famous in the musical
movie “The Sound of Music’’. We later proceed to visit
Hellbrunn Palace (extra) which is a popular attraction
with its unique grounds full of surprises, water games
and a trick fountains.
WEDNESDAY, 25TH MAY | Immediately after
breakfast, we check-out from the hotel and make our
way to Munich Airport for our Air Malta flight departing
at 12.10pm and arriving in Malta at 2.20pm.
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OTHER DATES

Spring in
Zakopane/Krakow
FROM

€559

WHEN

27TH MAY - 3RD JUNE

VISITING

PRICE
INCLUDES

Zakopane, Chocholow,
Witow, Morskie Oko,
Pieniny National Park,
Wadowice, Kalwaria, Krakow,
Wieliczka Salt Mines
and Lagiewniki Hill
u Ryanair

direct flights to Krakow
Airport including 10kg hand luggage
and 20kg checked-in luggage
u 4 nights in 3-star Czarny Potoki Hotel
or similar
u 3 nights in 3 star Wyspianski Hotel
or similar.
u Rooms with private facilities & TV
u Daily breakfast
u Return airport transfers
u Free visit to Wadowice
& Kalwaria Zebrzydowska
u Services of tour leader
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund

FRIDAY, 27TH MAY | We will meet at the airport at
7.15am for our Ryanair flight departing at 9.45am
and arriving in Krakow airport at 12.20pm. On arrival,
we board our coach and make our way towards
Zakopane to check into our hotel. We later join the
tour leader for a familiarization walk.

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single
Child sharing with 2 adults
Half Board (7 dinners) 		

SPECIAL PRICE

€659
€699
€839
€599
€147

€559
€599
€739
€499

* Special Price applies when all excursions are taken.
*Seats on flights are assigned directly by Ryanair. Should you
need seats near each other, this may incur a charge.
EXCURSIONS

ADULT

CHILD

Zakopane guided walking tour
Chocholow/Witow
Tatra Mountains/Morskie Oko
Pieniny National Park
Krakow guided walking tour
Wieliczka Salt Mines

€20
€35
€45
€59
€20
€59

€10
€18
€25
€39
€10
€39

* Entrance fees and English speaking guide included
NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE
Carriage ride - Morskie Oko - €30
Museum of St. John Paul II - €10
St.Mary’s Basilica - €11
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SATURDAY, 28TH MAY | Breakfast will be followed
by a half-day optional guided walking city tour of
Zakopane, one of Poland’s prime tourist destinations.
We will take the mountain railway to the top of Mount
Gubaówka to enjoy a wonderful panoramic view of
the Tatras. Afterwards, some free time in Zakopane
town centre for personal sightseeing or shopping. In
the afternoon, one can join the leader for an afternoon
optional excursion to the villages of Chocholow and
Witow. The highlight of Chocholow is undoubtedly the
workshop of a local artist in one of the wooden huts.
SUNDAY, 29TH MAY | Today, our full-day optional
excursion is taking us to Morskie Oko or Eye of
the Sea translated in English. It is the largest and
fourth-deepest lake in the Tatra Mountains (entrance
included), in southern Poland. It is located deep within
the Tatra National Park in the Rybi Potok (the Fish
Brook) Valley, of the High Tatras mountain range.
Morskie Oko is one of the most popular destinations in
the Tatras, often receiving over 50,000 visitors during
the vacation season. We will experience a horse
drawn carriage ride (extra) that will take us most of
the way up the mountain. Here, we will spend relaxing
afternoon, sounded with unreal nature of mountains,
greenery and crystal shining lake.
MONDAY, 30TH MAY | Today, we will go on our fullday optional excursion to the Pieniny National Park.
We shall take a raft trip (included) down the rapids of
the River Dunajec, with its magnificent backdrop of
mountain tops, 1,500 feet high limestone cliffs, trees
embedded in rock formations and meadows. After our
eventful trip, we can enjoy lunch (extra) in a regional
restaurant in Niedzica, after which we will visit the
town’s castle. Niedzica Castle (entrance included) is
a medieval stronghold dating from the 14th Century,
gorgeously situated on the shore of a lake.

of the hotel and board our coach for our transfer to
Krakow. Along the way, we make a stop in Wadowice,
the birthplace of Pope Wojtyla. One can visit the
new multimedia Museum of St. John Paul II in his
house of birth (extra). While there, we see the Pope’s
monument erected in front of the gothic Parish Church
and visit this church where the Vicar of Christ was
baptized, served as an altar boy and prayed daily in
front of the picture of Our Lady of Perpetual Help. En
route to Krakow, we will visit Kalwaria Zebrzydowska
with its Basilica dedicated to Our Lady of the Angels
and an important place of devotion in Poland. Arrival
in our Hotel Wyspianski in Krakow and room check-in.
WEDNESDAY, 1ST JUNE | We will start the day by
going on a half-day optional walking guided city tour of
Krakow. We will visit the Bishop’s Palace, Wawel Hill,
Wawel Castle and Cathedral. The castle was home
to many Polish kings and queens. A walk up Grodzka
Street leads us to the heart of Krakow, the Rynek
Gówny or Main Market Square. There, the large
Gothic Cloth Hall is the perfect place for souvenir
shopping. We also visit St. Mary’s Basilica (entrance
extra). The afternoon is free to stroll around the city
centre or visit Poland’s largest shopping mall Galeria
Krakowska, walking distance from our hotel.
THURSDAY, 2ND JUNE | Today we will go on a
full-day optional excursion starting with visiting the
Wieliczka Salt Mines (entrance included), one of the
oldest in all of Europe. Over the centuries, devout and
superstitious miners have carved fabulous figures,
monuments, and altarpieces out of its salt walls.
These amazing works have earned the Wieliczka Salt
Mine a place on the UNESCO World Cultural Heritage
list. Our route through the mine leads us through
galleries and chambers on three levels. We walk
down and a lift carries us back to the surface. We will
later head to Lagiewniki Hill to visit the Sanctuary of
the Divine Mercy which St. John Paul II consecrated
in 2001, and the tomb of Suor Faustina.
FRIDAY, 3RD JUNE | Early departure from hotel
and proceed to Krakow Airport for our flight to Malta
departing at 6.45am and arriving at 9.20am.

TUESDAY, 31ST MAY | After breakfast, we check-out

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43
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OTHER DATES

F1 2022 Grand
Prix Barcelona
FROM

€459

WHEN

18TH - 23RD MAY

VISITING

Lloret de Mar
Mont Melo F1 circuit
Barcelona

PRICE
INCLUDES

u Vueling

return flights to Barcelona
Airport including 10kg hand luggage
and 20kg checked-in luggage
u 5 nights in 4-star Gran Hotel
Flamingo or similar
u Rooms with private facilities, free WiFi, TV & hairdryer
u Daily buffet breakfast and
buffet dinner
u Free visit to Barcelona
u Return airport transfers
u 4 return transfers to Montmelo (Thu,
Fri, Sat &Sun)
u Services of tour leader
u All taxes
u Insolvency fund

Photo courtesy of Pierre P. Vella

PRICE PER PERSON
Adult in Triple
Adult in Twin
Adult in Single

€459
€469
€544

EXCURSIONS
3 day entrance tickets Formula 1 Grand Prix:
Main Stand and Stand F
Stand A
General Admission

€440
€340
€140

Management fee per ticket €1.75
50% off for Juniors (6-15 years) and seniors (65yrs+)

in

WEDNESDAY, 18TH MAY | We meet at airport at
1.30pm for our Vueling flight departing at 4.00pm and
arriving in Barcelona airport at 6.15pm. On arrival,
a coach will take us to our central 4-star Gran Hotel
Flamingo in Lloret de Mar for check-in.

departure time to Montmelo. The day starts with the
last practice sessions leading to the much anticipated
F1 qualifying session in the afternoon, which will
determine the pole position and the grid for the GP. We
will also have time to watch the F2 and GP3 races.

THURSDAY, 19TH MAY | After breakfast, we are
free to discover Lloret de Mar. In the afternoon we
will go to the Circuit De Barcelona - Catalunya for the
pit walkabout, viewing the Formula 1 cars and the
opportunity to get some drivers’ autographs.

SUNDAY, 22ND MAY | It’s early breakfast and
departure to Montmelo for the much awaited day.
Grand Prix Day with the races from F2, Porsche
Mobile 1 Supercup. A short break which will lead us
to the F1 drivers’ parade. Before you know it the lights
go off and the roar of the F1 cars racing from the first
corner where most of us will be seated. A great day
with much to discuss on our return to our hotel.

FRIDAY, 20TH MAY | Today will be our first official day
at Montmelo to experience the thrills of International
Motorsports, a packed day watching Practice
sessions of Formula 1, Formula 2 and Gran Prix 3,
plus supporting categories. This also serves as an
opportunity to explore this wonderful track.
SATURDAY, 21ST MAY | After an early breakfast, it’s

MONDAY, 23RD MAY | After breakfast, we check-out
and will go to Barcelona for shopping and a city tour
of this wonderful city of Catalunya. Later we go for our
Vueling flight to Malta departing at 8.15pm and arriving
in Malta at 10.25pm.
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21st - 26th April
11th - 16th May 		
19th - 22nd May 		
31st May - 4th June		
8th - 12th June			
14th - 17th July			
21st - 24th July 		
28th - 31st July 		
5th - 8th November		
24th - 27th November		
16th - 19th December		

All the above prices are subject to change. Please read the Booking Conditions on pages 42 and 43

Glasgow, Scotland			
Dublin, Ireland
London, England			
Prague, Czech Republic			
Gdansk, Poland				
Maastricht, The Netherlands		
Maastricht, The Netherlands		
Maastricht, The Netherlands		
Tel Aviv, Israel				
Ljubljana, Slovenia			
Maastricht, The Netherlands		

in

in
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BOOKING CONDITIONS
Britannia’s reputation has been built on client satisfaction because we go that extra mile, striving
to ensure that you, our client, get value for money. We want you to enjoy your holiday to the full
and return to Malta feeling both satisfied and relaxed. We therefore invite you to please read these
booking conditions.

GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS
The holidays in this programme have been planned and are operated by Britannia Services
Limited of Britannia House, 652, St. Joseph, High Street, Hamrun to ensure maximum client
satisfaction. These terms and conditions have been laid out according to Maltese legislation and
international rules, and cover every aspect of your holiday, from the moment you book until the
moment you return home. The general conditions clearly spell out our obligations to you, and your
commitments when you book your holiday with us. In these Terms & Conditions, the term “you”
and its derivatives include you and all other persons travelling with you, in whose name you have
made the booking.

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
1. BOOKING AND DEPOSIT
After you have paid your deposit (€300 per person on any package, €600 per person on long
haul holidays, €300 per person on cruises) and a receipt has been issued by us, the booking
is considered confirmed. Payment of the initial deposit also confirms that you have read and
understood these Terms and Conditions. However, your participation in the tour is only confirmed,
and can only be ensured, once you have paid the full amount due.
When making a booking, it is important that the name you give us is exactly as shown on the
passport or other valid travelling document. If you fail to do so, you may be denied boarding
on the tour altogether, or we may be constrained to affect a name-change, in which case, an
administrative fee of €50 will be levied, together with any additional fees which our suppliers may
impose. This also applies should you require a transfer of the booking to a different traveller. The
notice for change or transfer is to be given within a reasonable time, at the latest seven days prior
to your intended departure. Should you wish to change your holiday arrangements in any way, we
will try our best to meet your wishes to the best of our ability. We reserve the right to charge you a
handling fee of €50 for any such change to your booking, in addition to any actual costs incurred
in respect of such a change.
Where the price varies depending on the number of persons booked into the accommodation and
you wish to change that number of persons, you will need to pay the price on the basis of the new
party size as shown in this brochure. Any increase in the price per person, which would be due by
you and payable as a result of a part cancellation (eg: for a hotel room under-occupancy, changing
from twin room to single room), is not a cancellation charge.

2. PRICE POLICY
The prices indicated in this brochure are set at the time of its publication and are the price per
person. Children’s rates apply provided the children share the room with 2 or 3 adults. The actual
costs relative to your holiday may vary from the date of booking due to:
• An increase in cost of fuel prices, imposed by the airlines or the cruise ship companies,
or any other increase relative to other power sources that affects the price directly or
indirectly;
• An increase in taxes or fees imposed by third parties, such as government authorities,
including but not limited to, any increase in tourist taxes, landing taxes, embarkation or
disembarkation costs;
• Changes in Visa Costs;
• Change in the exchange rates or currency fluctuations.

3. PAYMENT OF BALANCE
The balance due for the holiday must be settled by not later than six (6) weeks prior to departure
in the case of packages, and eight (8) weeks prior to the departure in the case of cruises or long
hauls. If the booking is made less than eight (8) weeks prior to the departure of your cruise or
long haul, or six (6) weeks prior to the date of departure of any other holiday, the full payment is
due immediately. Payments may be made in Cash, by Personal Cheque, Banker’s Cheque or Bank
Transfer. Since it may take up to 7 working days for cheques to clear, payment by Personal Cheque
will not be accepted in the last 10 working days before the date of travel.

4. CANCELLATION
If, for whatever reason, we do not receive your payment in time as indicated above, we reserve the
right to cancel the booking and impose a cancellation fee. You are entitled to cancel your booking
with us at any stage prior to your departure, subject to a cancellation fee. A cancellation can only
be accepted once this is communicated in writing to us by any of the persons listed on the booking
form or by the Travel Agent through whom the booking was made. The cancellation will be effective
from the date it is received and duly stamped by our offices. The stamp constitutes irrefutable
proof of the date of receipt of the cancellation. The cancellation fee which you must pay
shall be:
• If you cancel more than 43 days before scheduled departure – a sum equivalent to your
deposit
• If you cancel between 29-42 days before scheduled departure – a sum equivalent to 50% of
the total price of your package inclusive of extras if previously booked by you
• If you cancel between 15-28 days before scheduled departure – a sum equivalent to 75% of
the total price of your package inclusive of extras if previously booked by you
• If you cancel between 14 days or less before departure – a sum equivalent to 100% of the
total price of your package inclusive of extras if previously booked by you
In the case of a cancellation of a cruise package, should the cancellation be affected more
than 65 days before scheduled departure, only the deposit shall be lost. Should, however, the
cancellation be affected less than 65 days before the scheduled departure, a cancellation fee
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All the above prices are subject to change. Please read these Booking Conditions

equivalent to 100% of the total price of your package will be imposed. In the event of unavoidable
and extraordinary circumstances at the holiday destination, which would significantly affect your
trip, you may cancel your booking, without paying the cancellation fee, and receive a full refund
of any payments made to us. We reserve the right to cancel the tour if there are not at least 30
people booked on the tour you have reserved, or if sales of that holiday are so low as to make it
economically not feasible for us to operate it. In this event, we may offer you an alternative holiday
to purchase, of comparable standard, if available, with no obligation on your part to purchase such
alternative package. If you choose not to purchase an alternative holiday, we will refund you all the
money you have paid us for your cancelled holiday.
In case of cancellation by us, you will be informed at least:
• 20 days before the departure date of said cancellation, if your tour was planned to last
longer than 6 days;
• 7 days before the departure date of said cancellation, if your tour was planned to last
between 2-6 days
• 48 hours before the departure date of said cancellation, if your tour was planned to last
less than 2 days.
Furthermore, we reserve the right to cancel the tour at any time should this be necessitated
by force majeure or unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances. In the latter event, we shall
contact you to inform you about the cancellation without undue delay. No compensation will be
due by us in the event that the cancellation results because of:
• reasons attributable to you;
• unforeseeable and unavoidable reasons attributable to third parties unconnected with the
provision of services included in the package that we are supplying, such as government
authorities;
• force majeure;
• unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances.

5. OUR ASSURANCE ON STANDARDS, DUTIES & OUR OBLIGATIONS
We take all reasonable steps to ensure that proper arrangements have been made for all the
holidays which are advertised in this brochure. We are not responsible for any prejudice, extra
costs or consequential loss that you may suffer, directly or indirectly, if you choose to make any
independent arrangements with third parties in relation to your holiday, separately to the services
included in our package. You will appreciate that we have no direct control over the provision of
services to you by suppliers. We cannot be held responsible if any activities are cancelled due to
force majeure or due to unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances, such as adverse weather,
strikes or the indisposition of the protagonist in a show or entertainment event. We always try
our utmost to communicate your specific requests to our suppliers; however, we can never give
a guarantee that these will be definitively confirmed since adherence to said requests is always
subject to availability.
We assure you that should any of the travel services included in our package not be performed
in accordance with the package booked with us, we shall seek to remedy the lack of conformity,
unless this is impossible or entails disproportionate costs. We plan our holidays to give you
the maximum enjoyment. In order to do so, we may occasionally have to change your holiday
arrangements, and we reserve the right to do so in the unlikely event that this should become
necessary. Such changes may be necessary, for example, as a result of force majeure, government
or local authority action, essential maintenance or cleaning, lack of support or demand, religious
or local holidays or changes made by our suppliers, and include, changes in flight times, hotels
closing down, hotel overbookings, or inclement weather imposing a change in itinerary.
We may not be held responsible for changes in the programme resulting from said third party
interventions. However, we shall inform you within a reasonable time of any changes to the
programme once the relative change is communicated to us. Touring itineraries may also have
to be changed, sometimes at short notice, due to weather, road or traffic conditions, mechanical
breakdowns, police activity etc. Whilst we strive to make sure that everything goes according to
the plan set out in this brochure, we cannot be held liable for said changes when these are caused
by force majeure or unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances. Changes to the programme
may have to be made:
• Before Departure - Should we be compelled to make any changes, we will inform you or
your Travel Agent of all the details relative to said changes within a reasonable time prior
to the departure. Should the changes to the travel programme be significant, or increase
the price of the package booked with us by more than 8%, and you are not satisfied with
the new arrangements, you will be entitled to cancel your booking without incurring any
cancellation fees, provided that your instructions to cancel your booking are made within
a reasonable time, which shall, under no circumstance, be longer than seven days from the
date that we would have informed you about the change, or later than seven days before the
scheduled departure, whichever is the earlier.
• After Your Holiday Has Commenced – Occasionally, it may be necessary, due to unforeseen
circumstances, to change a hotel or some other part of your holiday arrangement after
your holiday has commenced, in which event we will do our best to maintain the overall
standard of the holiday arrangements. Should, however, the alternative arrangement be of a
lower quality or cost than the one originally planned, you shall be entitled to an appropriate
reduction.

5.1 FLIGHTS
Details of the airlines we anticipate using are shown in the programme. The choice of airline is
exclusively at our discretion. We reserve the right to substitute alternative airlines and/or aircraft
if necessary; however, we shall immediately inform you should such change be made. Flight
schedules are subject to changes and confirmation by the airline. Our reservation system will
show the latest schedules as advised to us. Please check your flight tickets as soon as you receive
them, as they will show the confirmed time for your flights. Some flights may have intermediate
stops en route and this is not always known before departure date. In such cases, we cannot notify
you in advance. Flights are subject to the granting of permits and licenses by authorities both in
Malta and overseas. We cannot be held responsible for any prejudice or consequential damage
that you may suffer from such changes. However, we are committed to inform you as soon as the
change is made known to us. Should the change lead to a delay which results in an overnight stay
abroad, we will cover the costs for reasonable meals and refreshments in a reasonable relation
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to the waiting time, the hotel accommodation should overnight stays be necessary, transport
between the airport and place of accommodation, and also 2 telephone calls or emails. Transport
of any kind is subject to the conditions of carriage of the company providing that trip. These
conditions applicable to you are likely to embody the provisions of the law of the country where
the company concerned is situate.

5.2 ACCOMODATION
Our brochure descriptions are based on the information obtained from hoteliers and other service
providers at the time of printing. Check-in at hotels is not done before 3p.m. and check-out
from rooms must take place by 9a.m. We kindly ask you to respect such times and abide by the
instructions provided by your tour leader or the accommodation manager/s.
Hotel rooms and ship cabins may be small or even very small when compared to standards
which you may be accustomed to, including any adjoining en-suite or bathroom. We only work
with hotels that have single or twin rooms. Triple or quadruple rooms are hardly ever available.
A third and/or fourth person wishing to share a twin room will most probably be given either a
small extra folding ‘camp bed’, a bunk bed or a sofa bed, which may make accommodation quite
uncomfortable. In America, three or four persons wanting to share a room will always be given just
two double beds (single beds for each person will not be available). Therefore, we are not to be
held liable should a room or cabin be smaller than what you expected. The assignment of rooms
is handled directly by the hotel and at no stage are we involved in said assignment. At the time
of booking, you may inform us whether you wish two single beds or a double bed, or whether
you wish rooms next to each other or with a specific view. Although we will strive to obtain your
desired arrangement, we do not have any control as to whether the accommodation-provider
adheres to the submitted request.
Swimming pools may only be heated in colder weather and the general standard of hygiene, public
utilities, drainage, plumbing and services in general may not be of the same standard as in Malta.
Breakfast is always continental unless otherwise specified. Lunches and dinners are always
served in three courses. No choice of food will be provided unless you have informed us upon
booking that you suffer from a particular food allergy, or health condition, in which case, we will
inform the catering establishment of said dietary requirements. Please note that portions served
abroad are moderate, and sometimes may be considered small when compared to local customary
food portions. When buffet meals are provided, a choice is available. Any drinks ordered, including
water and soft drinks, are not included in the package price and are to be paid for separately. The
use of the mini-bar, telephone and pay-tv, when available, is not included in the package price, and
must paid by you separately. Policies vary from one hotel to the other – therefore, if in doubt, you
should enquire with the hotel management directly of any charges to which you may be liable,
before making use of the service.

5.3 ENTRANCE FEES & EXCURSIONS
Unless otherwise specified, entrance fees to museums, shows, boat or train trips, and the use of
cable cars are charged separately whilst you are on holiday. Excursions that are listed as ‘optional’
are also charged separately whilst you are on holiday, and unless otherwise stated, do not include
the service of a local guide, but do cover the cost of the coach transfer. The prices for optional
excursions are clearly listed in the price box on the programme. Only items listed in the section
‘Price Includes’ are included in your package price.
We are only responsible for Optional Excursions which are included in this brochure, even if you
decide to take them whilst you are already on holiday. The price for these Optional Excursions is
extra and unless clearly specified, they only include transportation costs by coach. These are
clearly marked in the price box printed at the end of each programme in this brochure. We are
not responsible for any additional excursions, and their relative costs, organised by yourself, your
Britannia tour leader or any other third party while you are abroad, if said excursions are not
indicated in this brochure, and are not carried out with the written consent of Britannia Services
Limited management in Malta.

5.4 SERVICES OF A TOUR LEADER
Each group tour is escorted by a Maltese-speaking tour leader who will be responsible for the
implementation of the programme. The tour leader is under no circumstance responsible to
provide any service over and above the official programme, and is not obliged to accompany
members of the group around shops, flea markets or theme parks even if the relative visits are
included in this brochure. In cases of emergency, namely if you should suffer any injury or fall
victim to a crime, the tour leader will use his best endeavours to offer you emergency assistance
necessary to approach local health services, authorities and consular assistance, and assist you
in making alternative travel arrangements should you so require. We reserve the right to charge
you for the cost of such assistance.
If you have a problem, you should immediately inform your tour leader, ideally also in writing, so
that, if possible, the problem can be dealt with promptly.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
• It is your responsibility to ensure that you are in possession of a valid passport or other valid
travel document, and any appropriate visas. Be sure to check passport, travel document
and visa requirements with your Travel Agent, well in advance, particularly if you are a nonMaltese passport holder. You are responsible for any charges, fines etc. that may be levied
by authorities in Malta or overseas for noncompliance with regulations in this area and any
such amounts will be charged to you.
• Health facilities, hygiene and risk of disease vary worldwide. It is your responsibility to
check if you are healthy enough to travel.
• You must seek all necessary advice regarding your health and specific requirements from
your trusted medical adviser, as soon as possible. You must also take any inoculations
you may need depending on the country you are going to travel to, and ensure that any
medication, such as Malaria pill, can be taken within the stipulated time (this varies and
could be necessary months prior to departure) in order for such treatment to be effective
on the departure date. You may phone the National Immunisation Service in Floriana on
21250492 for advice on these matters.
• Please ensure that you have a valid European Health Insurance Card so that you may use
certain medical services in Europe.
• Airline regulations state that if you are more than 28 weeks pregnant, at the time of return
travel, you must have a medical certificate of fitness to travel.
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• It is your duty to purchase Travel Insurance. We provide the service to sell Travel Insurance,
although you are under no obligation to purchase such cover from us.
• You must be responsible for a reasonable standard of behaviour. We reserve the right to
decline to accept or retain any person as a client if their behaviour is, in our opinion, or in
the opinion of the airline pilot, ship captain, hotelier or accommodation owner or manager
or other person in authority, likely to cause distress, danger, damage or annoyance to other
customers, employees and to other people or to property. We shall be under no liability
to pay any refund or compensation to, or costs incurred by, any person whose behaviour
is considered unacceptable and is made to leave any of the aforementioned premises or
facilities.
• All children travelling on a reduced-price holiday must not have reached their 12th birthday
by the end of the holiday. Our staff do not normally check passports to verify dates of birth.
If a child has reached his or her 12th birthday by the end of the holiday, and was declared as
a child on the booking form, the airline will refuse boarding to the child.
• Disabled persons are welcome on Britannia Tours Holidays. However please note that our
personnel cannot provide the services of a personal assistant or carer. Please advise us
about any requirements or preexisting medical conditions that you think may be important
for us to know about. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee the provision of adapted services
and facilities.
• We also welcome senior citizens and point out that insurance companies impose special
conditions for clients 70 years and over. Please check with your insurance company and
travel advisor to ensure that the level of activity on your chosen holiday, and the cover you
have chosen, are suitable.

LIABILITY
We are not responsible for anything that may happen to you outside the hotel we booked for you,
or for the quality of any services not offered directly by the hotel where you will be staying. Nor
are we responsible for any theft that you may suffer throughout your holiday, even if this occurs
in the hotel or on the coach. We cannot be held responsible for any injuries you may suffer during
activities or excursions.

INSOLVENCY
Britannia Services Ltd is a participant in the Insolvency Fund. This fund protects you when
purchasing a package holiday. You are to ensure that a certificate is issued as this is the only legal
document that will provide you with the necessary protection.

COVID-19 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
You and us acknowledge the ongoing Covid-19 global crisis and accept the obligation to comply
with all health protocols issued by governments or local authorities in Malta and whilst on holiday.
Please note that we have no liability for any refunds, compensation, costs, expenses or other
losses of any kind incurred by you (including where applicable the cost of medical treatment),
in the following circumstances: if within 14 days of your departure, you or anyone under your
booking, test positive for Covid and have to quarantine for a period of time, you must contact us
as you may no longer be able to travel. We will offer you the possibility and subject to availability:
• postpone your holiday to a later date. You may have to pay full cancellation charges on some
elements of your holiday, such as flight if we do not manage to recover all refunds;
• you will have the right to transfer your booking to another person nominated by you;
• cancel your holiday and may be subject to cancellation charges as shown in article 4
above. You may be able to claim these costs from the recommended Covid Travel Insurance.
Similarly, you may fail any tests, checks or other measures imposed by our suppliers (airport
• authorities, airline, bus company, hotels etc) and you are denied boarding or entry. You
acknowledge that suppliers have to comply with health protocols imposed by their
governments and local authorities and therefore you have to respect these measures such
as wearing a face mask according to local protocols, social distancing, mandatory hand
sanitation, etc. These measures will not impede the enjoyment of your holiday but are
measures to secure safety for you and for the persons around you.

FORCE MAJEURE OR UNAVOIDABLE AND EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES
Force Majeure or unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances shall be a defence to the nonperformance of the package. If a cruise liner misses a port of call, for the benefit of the passengers’
safety or due to Force Majeure, passengers will be transferred, possibly by air (at no extra cost) to
another port. In such cases, no port tax refunds will be issued.

IF YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT
We do our best to give you an enjoyable, trouble-free holiday, but occasionally even the best laid
plans can go wrong. If you have a problem or complaint relating to the overseas part of your
holiday, you must contact our tour leader, representative or agent in your resort at the earliest
opportunity, and ideally register your complaint in writing, in order that it may be investigated,
and we may have the opportunity to resolve the matter on the spot. In addition, you must notify
us in writing within seven (7) days of the date of your return from your holiday of any difficulties
which you may have experienced while overseas. Given the difficulties of investigating a complaint
too long after the event, we cannot accept liability in respect of claims received after the seven
(7) day period, and/or which have not been reported in writing to the Tour Leader during the
holiday. All disputes arising from this package will be subject to Maltese law and adjudicated
by the Maltese Courts. In the case of cruises, complaints must be submitted in writing within 2
months after the incident. We shall strive to address your complaint to your satisfaction, but should
you disagree with our conclusions, you can lodge an appeal to the MCCAA, in line with your rights
as a passenger.

Disclaimer: These terms and conditions have been set-out in accordance with the current
Maltese and EU legal provisions and are subject to change should there be any amendments to
the relative law.
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All the above prices are subject to change. Please read these Booking Conditions
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VALLETTA BRANCH

HAMRUN BRANCH

PAOLA BRANCH

MOSTA BRANCH

GOZO BRANCH

The Savoy
Shopping Arcade
St John Street, Valletta
Tel: 2123 8039
e-mail: sales@bsl.com.mt

Britannia House,
652, St Joseph High Street,
Hamrun (opposite BOV)
Tel: 2247 4850
e-mail: sales@bsl.com.mt

143, Antoine de Paule
Square, Paola (between
Main Street and APS Bank)
Tel: 2180 9930
e-mail: paola@bsl.com.mt

Independence Avenue,
Mosta
Tel: 2141 3030
e-mail: mosta@bsl.com.mt

10, Triq Mro. Dirjanu Lanzon,
Victoria, Gozo
Tel: 2156 5620
Mob: 7920 0488
e-mail: mjs382@gmail.com

Valletta, Mosta, Hamrun and Paola Branches opening hours (Monday to Friday): 09.00-13.00hrs and 14.00-18.00hrs
Gozo Branch opening hours (Monday to Friday): 09.00-12.00hrs and 13.00-16.00hrs
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